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Abstract
In football, the outcome of a match greatly depends on the actions of, and the interaction between, individual players taking part in the match. One of the most common
interactions between teammates during a football match is the pass, during which one
player sends the ball to a teammate in the hope of creating opportunities for scoring
goals and avoiding the risk of opponents gaining ball possession.
In this work, we will investigate which factors have the most influence on pass outcomes and we will demonstrate how this information can be transformed into valuable
information for potential users. For this purpose, existing state of the art position data
and event data for 6 tournament matches is used to generate a dataset of thousands
of passes. Extensive feature engineering and statistical analysis will be used to build
numerical descriptors of the many facets of a pass. Following this, logistic regression
will be used to train models that predict pass successfulness and we will analyze the
importance of the features in the models.
We found that features describing the spatial relation between opponents, the pass
vector and the pass receiver are the most influential for pass outcome. A probabilistic
predictive model for pass outcome performs significantly better than the naive baseline
model, with an accuracy of 74.4% (vs 68.1% baseline) and a precision of 88% on positive
pass outcomes (vs 68% baseline). Additionally, several use cases for the probabilistic
model output are evaluated, such as quantifying pass risk for the purpose of player
decision making analysis and labelling passes with probabilities for the purpose of data
mining pass outliers for post-match analysis. With our research, we obtained a deeper
understanding of pass successfulness in football and we can provide usefull insights for
practical users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The global sports marked was worth nearly ✩488.5 billion in 2018 and is expected to
grow at an accelerated rate to over ✩614 billion in 2022 [16]. Part of this growth is
attributed to technological changes - specifically an increase in the number of Internet
accessible devices. Unsurprisingly, the global sports technology market is growing fast as
well, with an expected growth from ✩8.9 billion in 2018 to ✩31.1 billion in 2024, across
a wide variety of sports ranging from baseball to golf [33].
Of all these sports, football is the most popular sport in the world, being played by
250 million players in over 200 countries. It should come as no suprise that it is also
the sport with the biggest market share - the European football market alone is worth
an estimated e 28.4 billion [25]. The largest segment in the global sports technology
market is directly linked to football, where technology is increasingly used to support
decision making through descriptive and predictive analytics [33]. Needless to say, there
is a very real demand for novel data analysis methods within this domain.
Nowadays, there is a variety of data being generated during both training and matches
in high-level football. Players and coaches have access to increasingly more detailed
information about player performance based on data originating from sources such as
accelerometers, heart rate monitors and time motion analysis [1]. In this work, we will
focus on a specific form of time motion data - real-time position data and event data.
Position data provides the coordinates of all participants on the field at a certain
frequency for the entire match or training session. This gives us a detailed picture
of the whereabouts of all match participants at any point in time. Meanwhile, event
data provides rich contextual information that describes exactly what was happening at
specific moments in terms of player actions (e.g. goal shots) and general match events
(e.g. interruptions). The two types of data are closely linked, and can be used to enrich
each other. However, with all this information being available it can be a daunting task
to figure out where to look for valuable insights for a coach or a player.
Tactical analysis typically focuses its attention on the events that occur during a
football match, including their outcomes and spatiotemporal contexts. Of these events,
the pass is the most common one and it involves one player, who is in possession of the
ball, attempting to pass the ball to another player on his team. In an average football
match hundreds of passes are performed. Passes have a huge impact on the flow of the
game, creating opportunities for shots on the goal and risking a loss of ball possession
in case of failure. In the literature, aggregate pass metrics such as pass completion rate
and number of passes are considered important indicators for how well a team performs
in a match [37][15].
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In this thesis, we will focus on the analysis of the outcomes of pass events - whether
the passed ball actually arrives at the intended receiver. In particular, we will focus on
identifying which spatiotemporal characteristics of a pass are the strongest predictors for
pass success and we construct predictive models for pass successfulness. The questions
we will set out to answer are ”What are the most important factors determining pass
success in a football match?” and ”How does a predictive model built on these factors
add value for the stakeholders involved?”. In order to work towards this goal, the project
will take the shape of a typical machine learning project with a familiar pipeline ranging
from data cleaning to model assessment.
In the next chapter, the background literature will be discussed, covering previous
work done within the domain of football data analytics and more specifically spatiotemporal analytics. In chapter 3, the methodology used in this project is discussed, primarily
covering the predictive modelling and model assessment work. The construction of the
initial pass dataset and the feature engineering are then covered in chapter 4 and 5, as
they both require a significant amount of domain-specific work to be done. Finally, the
results are highlighted in chapter 6 and their implications are discussed in chapter 7.
We then discuss interesting use cases in chapter 8. Finally, the thesis is finished with a
conclusion in chapter 9.

5

Chapter 2
Related work
Until a few years ago, the detailed spatiotemporal position data that is currently available
was scarce and very costly to acquire. This made research into the tactical behaviour
of teams and their players very difficult to do using this type of data. The primary type
of data available then was hand-annotated event data, typically labelled and gathered
during a live football match by human annotators. This type of data mostly consists
of events involving either the ball or special match interruptions. While this data has
obvious limitations, only describing player interactions with the ball, it was still used
extensively in research.
The authors of Ref. [30] used ball event data (referred to as partial team tracings) to
infer team behaviour. Their work allowed them to identify general movement patterns
of the entire team, which in turn enabled them to correctly identify teams with a known
similar playstyle and differentiate between teams with different playstyles.
Similarly, the authors of Ref. [32] used the same kind of ball event data to analyze
team strategy and behaviour. They interpolated the positions of the ball and possessing
players in between individual ball events to approximate their locations at any particular
moment. These interpolated values are then used to determine how the ball travelled
during the period in which a team has ball possession and this is used as a proxy for team
strategy and behaviour. The authors used this approach to highlight factors explaining
why teams playing at home tend to perform better than the away teams.
While the work mentioned so far focused on interpolating player positions from the
individual ball events, a lot of interest has also been shown in the analysis of passes. For
example, recurring pass sequences can be extracted and transformed into insights about
the passing patterns of specific teams [26]. From these sequences, the strategies a team
tends to employ for specific goals, such as maintaining ball possession or entering the
attacking third, can be derived.
Finally, the authors of Ref. [10] used ball pass events to build a predictive model that
predicts whether a shot (on goal) event will happen within a certain period of time after
the pass is completed. This model was then used to assign value to individual passes,
based on the start and end positions. Professional football players were valued based on
the values of the passes they completed and the authors found that some of the most
well-known players were rated very highly by the model. Additionally, the features of
the trained model were used to determine which areas of the football field are the most
valuable placed to pass the ball from and to [10].
The overarching theme of most research done with hand-annotated ball event data
is the movement of the ball and the way the match participants interact with it. Any
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other information was usually interpolated based on the labelled event data and their
associated field positions. This puts a clear limit on how much accurate contextual
information is available.

2.1

Spatiotemporal position data analysis

Due to technological improvements and the more widespread distribution of tracking
systems, spatiotemporal position data has become more widely available. Previously, this
type of data was mostly available through specific vendors, while every major professional
football club now seems to have some form of position tracking system available on their
fields [1]. The generated data describes the position of all match participants and the
ball in a precise and continuous fashion.
On its own, position data already has many use cases such as training load monitoring [1]. Combined with heart rate monitors, position tracking is used to monitor the
effort exerted by players during a training. The main goals for this are improving player
performance and preventing injuries [1].
For the tactical analysis of matches, position data also offers an enormous amount
of information. The volume of data is so high that descriptive statistics is typically
employed to break the data down to several aggregated values that can be interpreted
more easily. The same principle was applied in previous work, such as the work done in
Ref. [34], where the authors used multivariate techniques to break match statistics up
into several principal components. These components were then used to cluster teams
into groups and it was found that the clusters tended to be more closely associated with
either winning or losing teams. By extension the authors figured out that metrics such
as ”shots on goal” and ”percentage of ball possession” can be used to disciminate the
winning teams from the others. [34].
For position data specifically, breaking the per-player positional information down into
several aggregate metrics shows promise for summarizing team dynamics. Preliminary
analysis has shown that metrics such as team centroids and team surface areas are very
descriptive for goal-scoring opportunities [21].
These are some of the ways in which all the available position data can be broken
down into performance metrics covering the entire match. However, combining position
data with ball event data provides us with another way to analyze tactical behaviour of
players. While the ball event data describes what happened, the position data describes
how it happened. The combination of the 2 types of data allows us to focus our
analysis on specific moments of interest in football matches, and the spatiotemporal
data describing the situation around those moments.
This naturally brings us to the analysis of match events, such as shots and passes.
While previous work was mostly limited to analyzing the events themselves and/or chains
of events, the inclusion of spatiotemporal position data allows us to include more detailed
contextual information, such as how players of both teams interact with the event.
As an example, the authors of Ref. [31] evaluated the 10 second time window preceding a shot on target and created a model that predicts whether the shot on goal will
actually result in a goal. A dataset containing nearly 10000 shots was extracted from
available event data. The associated position data was then used to generate predictors
relating to various types of contextual information, such as the defender proximity, speed
of play and the origin location of the shot. The final trained model is a regression model
that predicts an Expected Goal Value which can approximate the total number of goals
7
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scored over larger collections of shots. The model performs reasonably well, with the
Expected Goal Value typically being quite close to the actual number of shots. The
authors also found that spatial features such as defender proximity and interaction with
surrounding players were very influential for the final predictions [31].

2.2

Pass analysis

The greater part of the work done on the tactical analysis of match events, using spatiotemporal data, has been focused on passing. Previous work had already been done
using just ball-event data [10][26][49]. Focus was then mostly on the players directly
involved in the pass, and any information outside of pass events had to be interpolated.
With the greater availability of spatiotemporal position data, new work has been
produced which focuses on a deeper analysis of match events, including information on
inter-player interactions and other contextual data. The work on this subject can be
divided into 2 main areas of interest - pass reward and pass risk.
Pass reward describes the value or quality of a pass - how beneficial successful execution of a pass is. The brunt of the work on the tactical analysis of passing has been
focused on this particular aspect.
The authors of Ref. [13] used a combination of event data and position data to
train a predictive classification model that can be used to classify passes according
to subjective labels ”Good”, ”OK” or ”Bad”. The model was trained on numerical
predictors extracted from the position data for every pass in the event dataset. Their
model had an accuracy of up to 85% and had a level of agreement with human observers
that is very similar to the level of agreement between different human observers.
A classifications model for pass reward was trained in Ref. [41]. The authors extracted
a pass dataset from ball event data and then performed feature engineering to extract
predictors from the associated position data. Some of the factors included in the feature
engineering are the location and velocity of the sender and the intended receiver of the
pass. The proximities to the nearest opponents are also included. The trained models
are used to classify whether a pass is effective (defined as leading to a shot on goal).
Additionally, the authors used the probabilistic output of the trained models to provide
advanced statistics describing the passing behaviour of teams and their players. These
statistics can be used to help explain the outcome of matches in a more thorough way
than is possible with basic passing metrics such as total number of passes and number
of completed passes can.
Instead of directly valueing a pass based on its attributes, it is also possible to value
said pass based on how it changes the situation on the field. The authors of Ref. [29]
created a definition of ”dangerosity” - how likely a player in ball possession is to score
a goal at his/her current position. This definition of dangerosity was based on various
factors such as the zone of the player and the pressure opponents are putting on said
player. This definition of dangerosity was then aggregated over the entire match and
it was found that dominance - the difference between aggregated dangerosity of both
teams, had a much higher correlation with match outcome than any naive metric such
as shots on goal. This promising definition of dangerosity can also be used to value
passes based on the change in dangerosity they cause [29].
All of the pass reward models mentioned so far either have no quantitative output or
are trained based on the likelihood of rare events like shots and goals happening after the
pass. This means that the quantitative models mostly overvalue forward passes. The
8
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authors of Ref. [23] instead trained a quantitative model based on a new definition of
”defensive disruptiveness”. This model instead values passes based on how much they
disrupt the defensive formation of the opposing team, through metrics such as the change
in displacement and spread of the opposing team. The authors found that their newly
defined defensive disruptiveness score can be appoximated well with a linear regression
model based on simple pass characteristics. The D-Def score provides an interesting
alternative method for evaluating passes that doesn’t overvalue forward passes due to a
reliance on shot or goal events [23].
All of the work mentioned so far values passes based on pass reward - the potential
impact successful execution has. The other metric that can be used to value passes is
that of pass risk, the likelihood of the pass being executed successfully in the first place.
In Ref. [41] a pass risk model was trained alongside the pass reward model. The
same features, such as locations and velocities of involved players, were used in both
models. However, the pass risk model was instead trained on classes describing whether
the pass successfully reached the intended receiver. The authors used this trained pass
risk model to provide advanced statistics on the overall riskiness of passes done by a
player or team.
The authors of Ref. [49] trained a regression model which assigns probabilities of pass
success to passes. They did this using only ball event data and implementing proxies
for opposing players’ pressure on the pass participants. Their model performed better
than a simple baseline model which always predicts the proportion of pass success of all
passes done during the previous season worth of football data.

2.3

Positioning of our work

In the literature on football pass analysis significant work has been done in the area of
valueing pass reward. As was shown previously, comparatively little work has been done
on valueing pass risk.
The work that does investigate pass risk models trained said model on the same features as the pass reward model, with the only difference being the predicted variable [41].
Additionally, the performance of the final model and the impact the different categories
of features have on the model’s performance were only briefly mentioned in terms of log
loss values [41], which are not easily interpretable.
The only work that specifically focused on building dedicated pass risk models only
had ball event data available [49]. Obviously, the lack of spatiotemporal position data
restricts the level of detail that can be captured in any trained models.
In our work, we perform a detailed analysis of dedicated pass risk models trained on
a combination of ball event data and position data. Additionally, we describe in detail
how much every feature we extract from the data contributes to the performance of the
final models. The goal is to provide a useful future reference for spatiotemporal feature
importances for pass risk.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The goal of this research project is to build a probabilistic predictive model that can be
used to predict the likelihood of a pass succeeding. As we start off this project, we have
a collection of data describing all the events and player positions in a number of matches
in a tournament. To get from this state to the eventual goal, a lot of work is required
in the realm of data cleaning and machine learning.

3.1

Overview of the pipeline

Initially, we have several football data sources available to us that each describe certain
aspects of several footbal matches. While it is very rich data, it is not yet in a structured
format that will allow any machine learning model to be trained on it. To get from this
state to a trained model that can handle pass predictions a lot of work is required. This
work can be split up into several parts that together form a pipeline of operations. A
rough outline of the main steps in this pipeline has been illustrated in figure 3.1 and we
will now give a high level overview of the input and output of each step.

pass 1
pass 2

1

pass 3
pass 4
pass 5
pass 6

+
+
2
+
+

9.9 8.5 9.0 5.0 6.4
4.0 7.3 5.4 3.6 9.8
5.0 0.4 8.1 1.0 2.8
4.5 2.1 4.5 4.4 5.3
6.5 6.9 0.5 2.4 1.2
3.3 4.6 8.5 0.1 8.1

+
+
- 3
+
+

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

+ -

Figure 3.1: The data science pipeline of this research project. The main steps are (1)
Data transformation, which creates a structured pass dataset out of existing data sources,
(2) Feature engineering, which enriches the dataset with numeric pass properties that
can be used for machine learning and (3) Modelling, which trains a predictive model
10
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Data transformation In this first step, we will take the collection of data that we have
available and transform it into a structured dataset describing a collection of passes and
their outcomes. This dataset will be used as the foundation for the follow-up work on
enriching the data with new features and building predictive models. Due to the domain
specific work involved in this step, it is extensively described in chapter 4 together with
a detailed description of the available data.
Feature engineering After the data has been put in a structured state where it clearly
describes the collection of passes, we will move towards enriching this pass dataset with
numeric properties that describe and distinguish the individual passes in a clear way. The
goal is to end up with a pass dataset with plenty of numeric descriptors that allow us to
find patterns identifying unsuccessful and successful passes. This step is the majority of
the work and it is described in detail in chapter 5.
Modelling After we have created a structured dataset with numeric predictors, we use
this dataset to train a model and assess its performance. The final output of this step
will be a predictive classification model which takes the numerical features engineered
in the previous step as input and provides a pass outcome prediction as output. The
methods required to do this step, as well as the choices that have to be made, are
described in the remaining sections of this chapter.

3.2

Feature importance assessment

In order to assess how useful specific features are for the purpose of separating negative from positive observations, we perform statistical tests to determine whether the
distributions of the two classes are significantly different for each feature. To do this
we perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [44] for the continuous features. Since the KS
test is not valid for categorical features we will perform a Chi-squared test for said features. Both statistical tests give us a p-value and for both tests the null hypothesis is
that the two distributions are sampled from the same true distribution. If the p-value
is below 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis and we consider the difference between the
two distributions to be statistically significant.
Equally important is assessing whether features partially explain each other. If features are collinear with one another, a feature may be linearly predicted based on the
others. When collinearity impacts the dataset, the results from the modelling step can
become unpredictable and unreliable. After all, if two features describe highly related
factors, the model could assign different combinations of weights to them and still get
similar performance. One popular method for assessing dataset collinearity is the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). This metric can be calculated for every feature in the dataset
and tells us how little variance of the feature is left unexplained by the other features in
the dataset. The formula is as follows:
VIFi =

1
1 − Ri2

where VIFi is the variance inflation factor for feature i and Ri2 is the coefficient of
determination for a regression model trained on the remaining features and an intercept
term. As this formula shows, higher values mean there is less unexplained variance in
11
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the feature in question. A popular rule of thumb is that if the VIF exceeds 5, the feature
is highly collinear and can negatively impact the model’s interpretability.

3.3

Categorical feature encoding

Most machine learning algorithms expect numerical input features. In order to include
categorical input features, multiple methods are available to convert these features into
numerical ones. The most simple methods are binary encoding and one hot encoding,
and both convert categorical features into a series of boolean integer features.
In the case of binary encoding, the different categories in a feature are assigned
integer values and these integer values are converted to a binary format. The number of
numerical columns added is then equal to the longest binary format needed to encompass
all the category integers. Alternatively, one hot encoding creates a boolean integer
feature for every category in our categorical feature, where only one boolean integer
feature can be activated at a time. This is a very simple and robust procedure that will
allow any regression models to correctly interpret a certain category as being ”active”
for a particular pass.
Which of the two options is preferable is mostly dependent on the number of categories a feature has. With a large amount of categories, one hot encoding introduces sparseness into the feature matrix, while binary encoding minimizes the number of
columns added. On the other hand, binary encoding introduces a dependency between
the generated numerical features and if the number of categories is limited, this may
be an unnecessary limitation. These two methods and several other encodings are also
described and compared by the authors of Ref. [40].

3.4

Normalization

A lot of machine learning algorithms expect all input features to be on the same scale. For
example, regularized regression penalizes high weight values and this makes it important
that the weights of different features become comparable so the regularization does not
bias the model in favor of certain features. If one feature is measured in metres and
the other feature is measured in seconds with wildly different orders of magnitude, one
of the 2 features may need much higher weights to be equally important in the model.
Since regularization penalizes high weights this feature will not be able to be considered
as important as the other feature in the final model.
In order to put features on the same scale, we will standardize the input feature
values by subtracting the mean of the feature over the entire training dataset, centering
the feature around 0, and then dividing the feature by its standard deviation over the
entire training dataset, expressing each value in the dataset as a z-score describing how
many standard deviations from the feature’s mean the value of an observation is. The
formula is as follows:
x − x̄
σx
where x is the feature value, x̄ is the mean of the feature over the training set and
σx is the standard deviation of the feature over the training set.
x′ =

12
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Dataset balancing

It is very common that not all classes are equally represented in datasets used for classification. Working with unbalanced datasets brings its own challenges. Models trained
on these datasets tend to default to the majority class in a lot of fuzzy cases, since the
models learns that one of the two classes in a binary classification problem is in fact the
majority class. As a result, the model is biased towards said majority class.
There are a number of ways to rebalance an unbalanced dataset. If enough data is
available, the majority class can have its size reduced. This process is called downsampling and is typically done through a semi-randomized process called random downsampling, in order to avoid bias. If the amount of available data is not enough to allow the
removal of observations, the alternative is to instead increase the size of the minority
class. The most common approach to doing so is through a semi-randomized process
of duplicating observations from the minority class, called random upsampling. However, more advanced methods like SMOTE [12] are available which generate artificial
observations by interpolating between multiple observations of the minority class.
The authors of Ref. [4] evaluated several methods on a variety of datasets, ranging
from random downsampling and random upsampling to SMOTE. The authors found
that while more advanced methods like SMOTE perform well on datasets with a small
number of positive observations, random upsampling tends to perform well on datasets
with a larger number of positive observations.

3.6

Model choice

There are hundreds of classification algorithms available, ranging from simple to highly
complex. The right choice of algorithm depends on the type of input data we will have.
Neural networks (NN) are very powerful and can find patterns in very complex input
data, being used in a variety of fields ranging from image object detection [52] to natural
language processing [51]. Neural networks are capable of modelling incredibly complex
relations due to the potential size of the neural net. Given enough data and time to
train a neural network is thus likely to give the best possible performance. However, they
are difficult to interpret [22] and time consuming to train while similar results might be
achievable with much simpler algorithms, depending on the type of input data and size
of the dataset. NNs also can’t handle categorical features in their raw format.
Random forests (RF) are an ensemble based method that relies on generating many
individual decision trees that each output a prediction [19]. The Random forest then
aggregates the output of the decision trees into one aggregated prediction. Due to the
nature of decision trees, RFs can handle multi-class classification problems naturally and
handle categorical feature data without any extra work. Additionally, the underlying
decision trees can be used to output probabilities for predictions, based on the class
proportions in the leaves of the trees. However, these probabilities are limited and extra
work is required to calibrate them [36].
Support vector machines (SVM) are a maximum margin based classifaction method
that relies on optimizing the mathematical distance between observations of opposite
classes [20]. Various kernels are available to convert the problem space to one where
observations can be more easily separated. This means it is inherently based on calculating the distance between numerical features and extra work needs to be put into
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converting categorical features. SVMs are known to scale well with higher amounts of
features, being very well suited for handling sparse data.
Logistic regression is a relatively simple and well understood algorithm [18][8] that
has been applied in a variety of domains [38]. It is an extension of linear regression [6]
that is based on optimizing a likelihood of specific observations belonging to specific
classes. Due to this it is also one of the few algorithms capable of useful naturally
probabilistic output without additional work [36]. Just like SVMs and NNs, logistic
regression can only handle numeric features.
The authors of Ref. [3] compared the classification performance of logistic regression to that of support vector machines in a number of experiments and it was found
the performance was very similar, apart from SVMs performing slightly better for very
unbalanced datasets. The authors of Ref. [50] compared logistic regression to neural
networks for performance on medical data and while neural networks tended to perform
slightly better, their results were much less interpretable and much more time consuming to get. They also found that the predictions from the logistic regression model were
more robust. However, logistic regression was also compared to random forests and it
was found that random forests performed better in the majority of cases [17].
Regularization is a technique that can optionally be used in order to prevent overfitting in logistic regression. 2 variants, L1 and L2 regularization, are available and each
restrict feature weight magnitudes in a slightly different way, as described by the authors of Ref. [35]. L1-regularization tends to have the model converge to a state where
weaker features’ weights get reduced to 0 due to the nature of the absolute weight
values. Meanwhile, L2-regularization will lower weaker features’ weights significantly,
but they will not be set to 0. In practice, this makes L1-regularization very useful as a
mechanism for feature selection - weak features are essentially turned off automatically
during model training.

3.7

Model hyperparameter optimization

Most machine learning algorithms have one or more hyperparameters that can be tweaked
for optimal performance for a given problem. Simply optimizing our hyperparameters
based on the trained model’s performance on the test set biases our test score and makes
it unsuitable for accurately assessing the generalization error on the greater set of all
possible passes, as can be seen in Ref. [11]. It is clear there is a need for a validation
set, disjoint from the existing training and test sets, which can be used to compare the
performance of different hyperparameter configurations.
The authors of Ref. [43] evaluated a number of sampling methods that can be used
for splitting datasets, such as Simple Random Sampling, Systematic Sampling, Stratified
Sampling. Simple random sampling assigns an equal probability of being picked to each
observation. It is the most efficient method while still giving similar results. Stratified
Sampling is designed to make sure each class is represented fairly in every fold, when
dealing with an extremely unbalanced dataset.
In order to find optimal hyperparameter values, we first need to determine which
hyperparameter configurations we will test. There are several methods of doing this
including exhaustive grid search [39], random search and more advanced methods. Random search is known to be more efficient and achieve similar or better results when
a large number of hyperparameters are involved and the search space increases exponentially, as was shown by the authors of Ref. [5]. There are many more advanced
14
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algorithms available, as described in Ref. [14], but if the number of hyperparameters is
limited, simple exhaustive grid search can be an effective method for optimization.

3.8

Model performance assessment

While training a model is a fundamental part of any machine learning project, an equally
important task is that of performance assessment, and doing so in a fair and representative manner. If model assessment is done incorrectly, the results may be unrealistic or
simply incorrect. If this happens, the results may be wildly different when the model is
used in practice and we would actually have no idea what our model’s performance is
going to be like in that scenario.
In general, it is better to collect a distribution of numbers rather than one single
number in order to assess model performance. To achieve this, we use 10-fold crossvalidation [27][42] for the train-test splitting while also using cross validation for the
train-validation splitting. The result of this is a nested cross-validation procedure where
an outer 10-fold cross-validation loop takes care of the train-test set splitting and model
performance assessment while an inner 10-fold cross-validation loop takes care of the
train-validation set splitting and hyperparameter optimization. Overall, a total of 110
(10 · 11) models are trained, making it quite a computationally expensive procedure.
This needs to be taken into account for choosing a model.
Aside from looking at the average accuracy over all test folds, we will also look at
the confusion matrix, precision and recall [47] of our model over all the test folds in our
cross-validation procedure. This will give us insights into how well our model performs
on the two pass outcome classes. Finally, the precision-recall curve will be drawn to
evaluate how well our model performs with a changing threshold for the translation of
probabilities to predictions. Receiver operating curves [7] are typically used for machine
learning purposes, but the authors of Ref. [45] found that precision-recall curves tend to
be more useful for assessing models on unbalanced datasets.
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Chapter 4
Data exploration and transformation
Any machine learning project is only as good as its data. We used position and event
data from the Amisco position tracking system (owned by STATS LLC) as the basis for
our research project. This data contains detailed information about the exact locations
of the players as well as contextual information describing what actually happened at a
particular moment.
In this chapter, we will go over the technical details describing the position data,
event data and player metadata we had access to, including their formats and contents.
We will discuss what useful information is contained within the data and how we used
the data to construct a new dataset containing all the passes described in the original
data. Additionally, we’ll also discuss how we calculated an intended receiver for passes
that were not successful. The final dataset will form the basis for the feature engineering
work that will follow in the next chapter.

4.1

Position data

One of the 2 main output datasets of the Amisco position tracking system is the position
data. This data describes the 2-dimensional positions of every participant at every
measured timepoint. In the data we have access to, the positions of all players, referees
and the ball are measured at a frequency of 10 Hz.
Since the Amisco system only tracks player positions horizontally, the player positions
are described as pairs of X and Y coordinates. The coordinate system used by the
Amisco system has its center (meaning [0,0]) at the center of the field and is illustrated
in figure 4.1. The X coordinate covers the length of the field, while the Y coordinate
covers the width of the field. Both coordinates match the exact distance in meters, so
the goal lines are located at X coordinates -52.5 and 52.5 while the side lines are located
at Y coordinates -34.0 and 34 for a field size of 105 by 68 metres. One of the main
benefits of this coordinate system is that it’s very easy to mirror the field when needed by
simply multiplying all coordinates by -1. This will be useful for certain specific scenarios
where the team playing in the opposite direction is the team of interest, as will be seen
in the Feature Engineering chapter.
For our research project, the position data had been split into separate files per
match half, giving us 2 separate files for each of the 6 matches we had access to. The
various columns and their values are described in appendix A.1. There is a row in the
position data for every participant at every measured timepoint. Since the measurement
frequency was 10 Hz and there were 2 teams of 11 players on the field as well as 3
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Figure 4.1: The coordinate system used in the tracking system. Several reference coordinates are shown in the format (x,y)
referees and the ball, this puts the total size of a file containing data for 1 match half
at around 800000 rows.

4.2

Event data

The other main output dataset of the Amisco tracking system is the event data. While
the position data describes what the exact positions of all participants were at any
point during the match, the event data instead provides the contextual information that
describes what exactly the participants were doing. This data is generated by human
observers tagging events in real time, although there are some computerized algorithms
involved that tag some of the more rudimentary events automatically. The human
element does make this event data slightly more subject and error-prone, as will be seen
later on.
Each row in the dataset marks an event that was registered with a detailed and well
formalized description of how exactly it happened. For example, there is information
about which parts of a player’s body were used to perform the action. In general, there
are 2 kinds of events that are actually stored in the event data:
❼ Ball events Actions that involve the ball and one or more players. For example:
Passes or kicks. A table of all event types is listed in appendix A.4
❼ Match events Actions that interrupt the flow of the match in some way. For
example: fouls or goals. See appendix A.5 for a table of all event types.

Events are always one of these 2 types of events, but never both at the same time.
Each of the events is assigned an appropriate ball event code or match event code which
describes what actually happened.
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Similar to the position data, the event data has been split into separate files per
match, once again giving us 2 separate files per match. The columns contained within
the event data files are described in appendix A.2. It should be noted that the coordinates
and timestamps in the event data are closely related to the values in the position data.
Indeed, the event data seems to inherit its coordinates directly from the tracking system’s
position data. For ball events the coordinates match the ball coordinates in the position
data at the same timestamp and for match events the coordinates match the position
data coordinates of the primary player associated with that event, if any, at the same
timestamp.
The event data largely focuses on events involving the ball, or events that interrupt
the flow of the match for whatever reason. While that means the focal point of the event
data is always the ball and any players directly around it and the rest of the participants
on the field are mostly ignored, that is not a drawback for our research, since we are
mostly interested in events directly involving the ball (passes). Each event data file
containing data for 1 match half contains around 1000 ball- and match events, giving us
an in-depth overview of what was happening around the ball at any particular moment
as well as the intent of the involved players.
Now that we have a better understanding of the contents of the event data, we
can use it to contextualize the position data. More specifically, we can use the event
data to filter out interesting events and their associated timestamps, and then use the
position data to derive the finer details pertaining to the participants’ positions around
that moment, looking only at position data that is actually relevant for the moments
we’re interested in.

4.3

Player metadata

Besides the 2 much bigger datasets we discussed before, there’s one small, but not
unimportant, dataset that we still need to discuss. The Amisco tracking system keeps
track of the match participants as well as metadata describing their identities and roles
within the match. This metadata is stored in what we’re calling player metadata files
and these files are essential for understanding the complete context of the scenarios
encountered in the position and event data.
Unlike the other datasets, there’s only 1 player metadata file per match, covering
both match halves. All the participants in the initial lineup as well as any replacement
participants placed on the field during the course of either of the 2 match halves are
described in this one file.
While the event data tells us what happened and the position data tells us how it
happened, the player metadata tells us why it happened and who was involved. It does
this by linking the unique player identifiers used in the event data and position data
to metadata records that describe details such as the identity of the participant and
his team allegiance. In appendix A.3 a description is given of all the columns in the
metadata. It should be noted that not all of these columns seem to be properly filled
or used, holding just placeholder values. However, the table does give us an accurate
picture of the team allegiance of the various players, as well as their identities and exactly
what unique player identifiers they are linked to.
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Figure 4.2: All 4158 passes in our dataset per match half

4.4

Constructing a pass dataset

In this section, we will come back to the original goal of our research project, creating
a predictive model specifically for passes. Now that we have a thorough understanding
of the original data we have access to, we can finally leverage the data to create a new
dataset optimized for the goals of our research. While the original data contains detailed
information for every moment in the football match, we are only interested in a subset
of these - the passes and their surrounding events.
By looking at only the rows with specific types of ball event codes, we can successfully
identify the events marking the moment a ball was passed by some player. Finding the
corresponding moment in which the pass was finished is relatively easy, as only events
involving the ball or match interruptions are actually registered. In general one can look
at the follow-up event right after any pass event to figure out which participant next
exerted influence on the ball, and where and when that happened. Taking these pairs of
events gives us a detailed description of when, where and by whom the ball was passed
and when, where and by whom the ball was received.
If the next event is a match event, and not a ball event, a match interruption
happened before the pass was received by anyone, in which case we consider the pass to
have failed and mark the position at which the match event occured as the end location
of the pass. If said match event was an interruption due to the pass being considered
offside by the line referees, the match event usually has its location set to the position
of the pass sender, making the pass unusable - we drop these edge cases.
For normal uninterrupted passes, we determine the pass successfulness by looking at
the identity of the pass sender and receiver. If the 2 players belong to the same team
(according to the player metadata) we consider the pass to have been successful and
if the 2 players do not belong to the same team we consider the pass to have failed.
Underlying this is the assumption that if the sender and receiver of the pass are of the
same team, the receiver was indeed the intended one - we make this assumption because
it is exceedingly difficult to check the sender’s intent.
As it turns out, passes in the Amisco event data do not just include what domain
experts typically think of as passes, those done during open play moments, but also set
play actions from 1 player to another, such as corners or throw-ins. The 2 settings are
typically regarded as being very different, having very different influential parameters
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Figure 4.3: Class distribution in the pass dataset
and requiring very different skills from the players involved. After some initial modelling
done later on, we also noticed that the set play ”passes” were overrepresented among
the missclassified cases, suggesting that they are indeed very different even from the
perspective of a machine learning model. As such, we decided to also filter out any
passes that were done during set play moments and the final number of passes then
dropped from 4875 to 4158.
The final number of the passes we managed to extract from the 6 matches worth of
data we had access to is highlighted in figure 4.2 and the final class distribution of our
pass dataset is highlighted in figure 4.3 and as can be seen there our pass data has a
significant class imbalance towards the positive cases.

4.5

Calculating the intended receiver

The goal of this research project is to create a predictive model that can predict whether
a pass to a specified intended receiver is going to succeed or not, using contextual
information as input. This means that we need to make sure an intended receiver is
specified for every pass in our dataset in order for the data to be usable for training and
testing a predictive model.
For successful passes, we make the assumption that the actual receiver is also the
intended one. Unsuccessful passes are more complicated. With the 2 dimensional data
that we have, we can make very few assumptions about which other participant the pass
sender intended to send the ball to. The ball could be intercepted by an opponent early
in its path, or closer towards its destination. If the ball goes out of field due to an error
on the sender’s part, it can be even more difficult to trace what exactly the pass sender’s
intentions were.
However, the one thing we do know is the path travelled by the ball during the
pass up until the moment it’s received by someone or the moment a match interruption
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happens, whichever comes first. We will henceforth refer to the path travelled by the
ball as the pass vector. Using this pass vector, we can estimate which of the pass
sender’s team members was the most likely target of the pass. We will be using a similar
formula as proposed by the authors of Ref. [41] in their work on estimating pass risk and
reward. The numerators and denominators seem to be erroneously swapped around in
the formula listed in their work, resulting in the wrong numerical behaviour. To correct
this, our formula is a slightly modified variant.
Essentially, we want to assign each team member a score, based on the pass vector
and the team members’ positions at the start and end of the pass. As was done in
Ref. [41], we use the distance of the team members to the ball as well as the angle
between the pass vector and the vector defined by the position of the pass sender and
the position of the team members. These 2 components are then combined into one
’membership’ score Mp for a given team member that is defined as:
Mp =

Dmin αmin
∗
Dp
αp

where Dp is the distance of the current team member to the ball, Dmin is the distance
of the closest team member to the ball, αp is the angle between the vector from the
sender to the current team member and the pass vector and αmin is the angle of the
team member with the smallest angle to the pass vector.
For the team member’s distance to the ball we use the positions of the participants
and the ball as they were at the end of the pass, as highlighted in figure 4.4. For the
angles between the sender-to-team-member vectors and the pass vector we instead use
the participants’ positions as they were at the beginning of the pass, as shown in figure
4.5. This way the former is used as a proxy for the end result of the pass whereas
the latter is used as a proxy for the original intent of the pass sender and we include
a trade-off between both factors in the formula. In the end, the team member with
the highest membership score gets selected as the intended receiver for the unsuccessful
pass in question. By doing so, we can use the unsuccessful passes as negative cases for
machine learning purposes.
This section went through all the steps undertaken to construct a usable pass dataset.
Every usable pass has been extracted from the event data, and we’ve extended all
observations in the dataset with an extra intended receiver field which will be used as
the de facto intended receiver for our feature extraction in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Feature engineering
In the previous chapter, we discussed the various Amisco tracking system datasets and
in particular we described the steps undertaken to extract a pass dataset from the event
data. For machine learning purposes, each pass needs to be converted to a series of
numerical descriptors called features which describe the characteristics of the pass.
Since our goal is to create a predictive model for pass outcomes, we are going to focus
on features that can be calculated at the starting moment of the pass. In this chapter,
we will describe how we use the Amisco position data to calculate these new features
for the passes extracted from the event data. We’ll give a description of all the features
implemented, spread over 4 major categories - pass participants, pass characteristics,
opponents’ influence and contextual information

5.1

Pass participants

The first major category of features describes the state of the pass participant themselves
- the sender and intended receiver of the pass.
Player velocities The first features describe the velocities of the players involved in
the pass. Specifically, we look at the velocities at the start of the pass. Velocity can be
split up into 2 mathematical components: speed and direction. While speed describes
the intensity of the velocity, direction describes where the velocity is directed towards
within the coordinate system of our field. The speed of a player is calculated by using
the distance that is covered between the previous and the current timestamps of the
position data. The direction is calculated by constructing a vector from the previous
timestamp’s position to the current timestamp’s position and using basic trigonometric
functions to get the angle of that vector.
While it is possible to rely on one value (based on 2 datapoints) for speed and one
value for direction, this approach has significant drawbacks such as a lack of robustness
[46]. By using a window for the calculated speed and direction values and aggregating
these values we can get a more robust approximation of the true value.
We then need to figure out how big our window should be. The authors of Ref. [48]
explored an adaptive approach that changes the size of the time window based on the
amount of variation around the timepoint of interest. For our use case, we instead
decide to go for a simple, but robust, approach by using a fixed window with an uneven
size which has the current timestamp at its center. We are only interested in an uneven
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Figure 5.1: Velocity vectors for a player moving and making a sharp turn, calculated with
window sizes of 3, 5, 7 and 9. The origin of each vector marks the player’s field position
at a certain moment while the attached arrow describes the direction and intensity of
the player’s velocity at that same moment (in m/s)
window size because we want the timestamp of interest to be at the center of the window
to avoid bias in our velocity calculations.
We calculated player velocities based on several window sizes and the results of this
procedure can be seen in figure 5.1. It can seen that increasing the window size beyond
5 does not affect the robustness of the velocity vectors nearly as much as increasing
the window size from 3 to 5. Based on these results we chose a window size of 5 as
the best tradeoff between calculation robustness and amount of data required. In order
to calculate a final speed value and a final direction value, we calculate the speed and
direction values for every consecutive pair of points in this window and then take the
arithmetic mean of the speed values and the mean of circular quantities [28] of the
direction values.
Finally, while an absolute direction value is useful, we think that such a value can
have a radically different meaning depending on the player’s team allegiance. As such,
we convert the calculated player direction into a relative direction value that takes the
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Figure 5.2: Example of player velocities calculated for the pass sender and receiver. The
calculated speed and direction are shown and each player’s path around the pass start
moment is visualized as a series of light gray dots.
player’s team’s play direction into account - more positive values indicate the player is
moving towards the opposing team’s goal line. Moving directly towards the opposing
team’s goal line gets assigned a value of 90 while moving backwards towards the own
goal line is assigned a value of -90. An example pass has been highlighted in figure 5.2
with the associated player velocity features.
Player positions In addition to player velocities, we are also interested in the actual
position of the players at the time of the pass. Absolute coordinates give us symmetrical
results, with similar patterns occuring at opposite sides of the field, due to the two teams
playing in opposite directions. To account for this, we transform the absolute coordinates
into relative coordinates using the player’s team’s direction of play. Essentially, we invert
the sign on the X-coordinate if the player’s team plays towards the opposite direction.
Now a higher X-coordinate always means the player is positioned further away from his
team’s goal line, with said goal line being associated with a X-coordinate of -52.5 while
the opposing team’s goal line is associated with a X-coordinate of 52.5.
Additionally, for the Y-coordinate we found that unsuccessful passes tend to be more
common when the pass sender is close to either side line and the intended receiver is
close to the middle of the field, resulting in another symmetrical pattern. In order to
make the Y-coordinate more easily interpretable by a classification model, we will take
the absolute value of the coordinate. This results in a higher value being associated with
the player being further away from the middle of the field. A Y-coordinate of 34.0 is
now associated with both sidelines.
We’ve now given an overview of all the pass participant features. Appendix B.1
contains a table which describes all the mathematical features touched upon in this
section, including their textual descriptions, format and identifiers.
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Figure 5.3: Example of player pass angles calculated for the pass sender and receiver.

5.2

Pass characteristics

The second major feature category contains descriptors of the pass vector and how it
relates to the players taking part in the pass. For the remainder of this section, we
will assume the pass vector is defined by the pass sender’s position and the intended
receiver’s position at the start of the pass.
Pass trajectory A pass can be defined in terms of the spatial properties of its trajectory. We will focus on the distance and direction of the pass. Both of these values can
be inferred based on the position of the pass sender and the intended receiver at the
start of the pass. The ball will have to traverse the space between the two players and
reach the intended receiver in order for it to be considered a successful pass.
The pass distance is considered to be equal to the length of the pass vector. Just
like the direction component of the player velocities feature, the pass direction can be
interpreted differently depending on the pass sender’s team allegiance. For this reason
we will again adjust this directional value by making it relative to the passing team’s
play direction, ranging from -90 (backwards) to 90 (forwards).
Pass angle The next features we add are related to the direction of the pass relative
to the direction of the players. So far we’ve looked at the direction angle of each player’s
velocity, which tells us something about the game context, and the direction angle of
the pass vector, which contains information about the type of pass attempted.
We consider the pass angle to be the smallest angle between the pass vector and the
player velocity vector for the player in question. This feature is calculated for both the
sender and intended receiver and an example calculation of these pass angle features has
been illustrated in figure 5.3.
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We’ve now gone through all the pass characteristic features and to summarize this
section a table has been added in appendix B.2 which again lists all the discussed features
and their formats.

5.3

Opponents’ influence

So far we’ve looked at features focused on the players involved in the pass or the spatial
properties of the pass. There’s another very important variable that hasn’t been addressed yet, which are the opponents. This is important for passes as they are a typical
moment in which opponents might try to intercept and win over the ball. In this section
we will describe our attempts at including information about the opponents and their
influence on the pass.
Nearest opponent to player How far away the opponents are from the players involved in the pass is a basic feature that can already tell our model a lot about how
much influence the opposing team can exert on a pass. We implement a feature which
simply describes a pass participant’s distance to the nearest opponent, describing the
minimum distance any opponent has to cover to get to said player. We add this feature
for both the pass sender and the pass’ intended receiver.
On top of this, we also add a feature describing how fast the closest opponent is
moving towards the player involved in the pass, as a proxy for the ”preparedness” of
said opponent. We calculate this value by taking the nearest opponent’s velocity vector
and projecting it in the direction of the pass participant it is closest to. The projected
vector’s length is then used as the projected speed towards the player. The calculation
of these features has been plotted in figure 5.4. Notice how the distance of the nearest
opponent essentially marks a ”free zone” around the pass participant.
Nearest opponent to pass vector We just described features which look at the
nearest opponent to both the sender and intended receiver of the pass. While this
captures a lot of information in one value, describing the radius of an implicit ”free”
zone around each player, there’s still another spatial component opponents can exert
influence on - the pass trajectory itself. Instead of calculating the distance to a point,
we now calculate the distance to the line segment representing the pass vector. Again,
we consider the pass vector to be the vector between the pass sender and intended
receiver’s positions at the moment of pass start.
Intuitively we know that when the ball gets passed, it has a travel time before it
arrives at the intended receiver. During this travel time opponents that are closer to the
intended receiver have a bit of time to run into the pass vector to attempt to intercept.
Since the previously described nearest opponent’s distance metric does not capture this
temporal aspect, we now also propose an alternative feature that does not have this
shortcoming. This feature uses the angle between the pass vector and the vector from
the pass start position to the opponent’s position, instead of the opponent’s distance to
the pass vector. Again we use the smallest value found among all opponents. Both the
distance and angle based features described in this subsection have been highlighted in
figure 5.5.
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6.53 m
5.05 m/s
2.77 m
2.84 m/s

Figure 5.4: Example of the nearest opponents calculated for the pass sender and receiver.
The nearest opponent’s distance is visualized with a circle around each player, and the
velocity vector of the nearest opponents are also shown as arrows. The calculated
distance and projected speed towards the player in question are shown.

7.4 ∘

1.98 m

Figure 5.5: Example of the nearest opponent calculated for the pass vector. The opponent’s distance and angle to the pass vector are shown.
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6.09%
6.09%

64.71%
77.7%

Figure 5.6: Example of opponent pressure calculated for the pass sender and receiver.
Each opponent adds between 0% and 100%, depending on their location within the
pressure zone. Both the pressure exerted by the most pressuring opponent (highlighted)
and total pressure exerted by all opponents within the pressure zone are shown.
Pressure on player While the distance to the nearest opponent for both players
involved in the pass gives us a measure of how ”free” a player is, this metric fails to
take any directional information into account. Moreover, the metric also fails to take
information from more than one opponent into account. For example, if two opponents
are equally close to the sender of the pass, it is considered similar to a situation where
only one opponent is that close to the sender. This leads us to search for a numerical
representation of ”pressure” that can capture this detail.
A general definition of pressure is discussed in Ref. [2] as a possible way to analyze
player behaviour and team tactics. The authors use their pressure metric to visualize
which player tends to pressure which player of the other team, as well as the ball,
during specific sequences in a football match. This enables them to explore a team’s
tactics in a more in-depth way. Using their metric, a pressure value can be assigned
to each opponent at any moment which tells us something about how effectively said
opponent can disrupt opportunities, such as passes or shots on the goal. It takes into
account directional information about where exactly the opponent is relative to a ”threat
direction”. This threat can be a pass, which is very useful for our work.
Applying this metric to our problem gives us an egg shaped pressure zone around the
player involved in the pass, with the long side following the pass vector away from the
player. Opponents that are behind the player involved in the pass have a much smaller
radius in which they can pressure the player. We will calculate two variants of this feature
for each of the two participants - the most pressure exerted by a single opponent and
the total pressure exerted by the entire opposing team. In figure 5.6 we’ve highlighted
what the output of such a calculation looks like.
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α

θ

θ

′

α

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the parameters used in the pass vector pressure calculation for
a specific opponent. The sender, receiver and pass vector are highlighted in black while
the opponent is highlighted in red.
Pressure on pass vector We already looked at a metric describing how far away the
closest opponent is from the pass vector. This metric can be seen as a proxy for how
”free” of opponents’ pressure the pass vector is. Just like with the nearest opponent
metric for individual pass participants, the main downside of using this metric is that it
only describes the closest opponent and any other opponents are completely ignored.
Similarly to how we calculated a pressure feature for the nearest opponent to each
pass participants, we’ll now define a pass vector pressure function that scales up in value
as more opponents are within the pass’ pressure zone. We want to incorporate the
previously mentioned temporal aspect of pass vectors, so we define a conal function that
takes the angle between the pass vector and the vector between the pass start position
and opponent’s position into account. Due to a lack of existing literature on this, we
define our own function as follows:
q

1
 1− θ
· 100 if θ′ < π
α
2
p=

0
otherwise

where θ is the angle between the pass vector and the sender-opponent vector, θ′
is the angle between the pass vector and the receiver-opponent vector and α = 15◦
is the angle limit at which the pressure exerted by the opponent reaches zero. These
parameters have been highlighted in figure 5.7. q = 1.75 is the constant speed of angle
decay and determines how quickly pressure drops off as the angle value θ′ increases. For
this parameter we use the same value as was used as decay value for the player pressure
definition in Ref. [2]. We acknowledge that further optimization may be done here, but
leave this open for future work.
The output of this calculation has been visualized for an example pass in figure 5.8.
Notice the conal pressure zone and the pressure-free area behind the receiver.
We’ve now gone through all of the features describing the influence of the opposing
team’s players. A comprehensive overview of all these mathematical features can again
be found in appendix B.3 in a tabular format, including their descriptions and formats.
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170.64%

Figure 5.8: Example of opponent pressure calculated for the pass vector. Each opponent
adds between 0% and 100% to the calculated value, depending on how close to the pass
vector they are within the black pressure zone.

5.4

Contextual information

We’ve now looked at various features describing the players involved in the pass, the
pass vector itself and the players of the opposing team. The final category of features is
that of contextual information that does not directly describe any of the spatial aspects
of the pass, but instead describes how the situation fits within the context of the match
as a whole. Features that describe how, and by whom, the pass was performed are also
included in this category. In this last section, we’ll describe the implemented features
that fall under this category.
Ball possession time Ball possession is an important aspect of game context and we
include information about it by implementing ball possession time as a feature. A similar
feature for team ball possession has also been used by the authors of Ref. [41] and we
will build on this by adding features for both player possession time and team possession
time. These values can be derived from the Amisco event data with relative ease, by
looking back to the last event in the data that was associated with a different player,
or team, before the current moment. This event’s timestamp can then be subtracted
from the pass event’s timestamp, giving us the time the current player or team has had
possession.
Pass technique In the Amisco event data a textual description is listed which describes
exactly how a pass was performed, ranging from left/right foot to headers. We directly
copy this textual description, adding the pass technique as a categorical feature.
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Passing team In addition to pass technique, we add the identity of the team as a
categorical feature. We have six matches worth of data available and a specific team
took part in each of them while the other five teams are that team’s opponents in each
of the six matches, with one opposing team playing against them twice. Essentially this
means that we have six matches worth of data for one team, two matches worth of
data for another team, and one match worth of data for the four remaining teams. This
means one team will be significantly overrepresented in our dataset.
Player role The final feature we will look at is that of player role. The players in a
team have different roles such as defenders and forwards, with these roles having distinct
subtypes as well. Each pass in our dataset has a pass sender an intended receiver and
both of these players have a role within their team. We would like to add a feature
for each of these two players describing what specific role they hold within their team.
Deriving contextual information like this from the position data is a challenging problem
that is worth its own research project. For example, the players of a team can be
mapped to 11 unique roles using a minimum entropy data partitioning method, using
spatiotemporal position data [9].
In our work we have not implemented automatic position data player role detection.
Since we only have six matches worth of data available, we opted to instead augment
the player metadata (described in section 4.3) with explicit role definitions, added by
hand based on each player’s identity and their roles described in the official technical
report released by the UEFA. The technical report we have access to assigns one of four
possible roles to each player in each team: Goalkeeper, Defender, Midfield and Forward.
We assign one of the four roles to each player present in the match and then assign the
role of the pass sender and the role of the intended receiver as two distinct categorical
features.
We’ve now finished describing all of the features containing contextual information.
Before ending this chapter, we refer the reader to a full overview of the calculated
features and their formats in a table in appendix B.4.

5.5

Dataset Finalization

After calculating all of the features described in this chapter, we still need to make sure
the final dataset is entirely usable by our machine learning algorithm of choice. Most
algorithms can’t handle missing input values, so passes with missing values need to be
cleaned up. Only 51 of the 4158 observations contain missing values, so we remove the
incomplete observations.
Additionally, in figure 4.3 it was shown that we have a mildly unbalanced dataset
where 68% of all observations are of the positive class. To compensate for this, we use
random upsampling to add more observations of the unsuccessful pass outcome class
to the dataset. This method will be used during the training procedure to avoid bias
towards the majority class in our balanced model.
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Results
In the previous chapters we talked about the entire machine learning pipeline we built
to do data preparation, feature extraction and predictive modelling. This pipeline takes
the Amisco data as input and gives us a trained predictive pass model and a detailed
model generalization performance assessment as output.
In this chapter, we will evaluate the distributions of several promising features that
were generated and assess the performance of the trained models according to conventional classification metrics. Additionally, the importances of the individual features will
be evaluated using the best model and special attention will be paid to the probablistic
output of said model.

6.1

Generated features

29 features have been generated, each describing some numerical or categorical property
of a pass. We now look at the distributions these feature generate over the entire
pass dataset and whether there is a significant difference between the distributions for
successful and unsuccessful passes. To support this we perform the statistical tests
described in a previous chapter. In doing so we calculate a p-value for every feature.
We found that only three out of 29 features have no statistically significant differences
between the successful and unsuccessful pass distributions, with p-values over 0.05, while
all other features have siginificantly lower p-values. The six features with the lowest pvalues have been highlighted in figure 6.1, with both types of passes having their own
density plot. By using a density plot for each individual type of pass we compensate for
the lower number of unsuccessful passes and make both classes more easily comparable.
It can be seen that all six features have different distributions for the two different classes
to varying degrees.
For example, the nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature (opp distance r)
has a right skewed distribution for both pass types, while the distribution of positive
outcomes has a much longer tail and a much smaller peak, implying that passes with a
higher distance tend to be much more closely associated with positive outcomes.
The features related to pressure have an extremely skewed distribution due to the
presence of zero-values. Any pass with no opponent in the pressure zone is assigned a
value of zero for this feature, and there are a lot of those types of passes. For both
highlighted pressure features we can observe that the zero-valued passes and passes with
a value close to zero tend to have positive outcomes, while the passes with higher values
for these features tend to have negative outcomes.
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Figure 6.1: Density plots of both successful and unsuccessful passes for the six features
with the lowest p-values. Black lines/bars correspond with successful passes while red
lines/bars correspond with unsuccessful passes
What we can observe from all of these distributions is that there is a significant
difference between the two different types of passes and how they interact with the
features in question.

6.2

Model performance

Several classification models have been trained on the complete dataset, ranging from
logistic regression to ensemble tree methods. The full reports of the model training
procedures for these models have been added in appendix C. These reports include
a detailed description of the nested cross-validation process and the hyperparameters
that were selected for every outer cross validation iteration. Additionally, a side-by-side
comparison of the accuracy, precision and recall of all models is available in table 6.1.
All models beat the 68% accuracy baseline by a comfortable margin. Logistic regression, AdaBoost and support vector machines all seem to have similar performance, with
an accuracy around 74%, while random forest performs slightly better with an accuracy
of 75.7%. On the other hand, k-nearest neighbors performs noticeably worse with an
accuracy of 71.2%.
More specifically, it can be seen that the three models with similar accuracy also all
have similar precision and recall values, which implies that they behave in a similar way.
Random forest instead seems to have somewhat higher recall on the positive passes p
and significantly lower recall on the negative passes n. In addition to that, the precision
on p went down noticeabily, dropping from 0.88 (for logistic regression) to 0.82, while
the precision on n went up considerably.
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Model

Accuracy

Baseline

68.08%

Logistic regression

74.38%

AdaBoost

74.12%

Random Forest

75.68%

Support Vector Machine

74.07%

K-Nearest Neighbors

71.15%

Class
p
n
p
n
p
n
p
n
p
n
p
n

Precision
0.68
0.88
0.57
0.86
0.57
0.82
0.62
0.86
0.57
0.85
0.54

Recall
1.00
0.00
0.73
0.78
0.74
0.74
0.82
0.62
0.74
0.75
0.70
0.73

Table 6.1: Performance of our trained models and the baseline. p and n represent the
subsets of successful and unsuccessful passes, respectively
In order to compare random forest to the other models in a more detailed way, we will
compare its confusion matrix to the confusion matrix of logistic regression in figure 6.2
where successful passes p and unsuccessful passes n are compared to their predictions.
These confusion matrices are constructed by collecting the results of the test folds in
the outer cross-validation loop in our model assessment procedure.
Logistic Regression

Random Forest
p̂

n̂

total

p

2293

499

2792

1315

n

500

815

1315

4107

total

2793

1314

4107

p̂

n̂

total

p

2029

763

2792

n

289

1026

total

2318

1789

Table 6.2: Confusion matrices of our logistic regression and random forest models. p
and n represent the ground truth while p̂ and n̂ represent the predictions for successful
and unsuccessful passes, respectively
A difference that should immediately be obvious is that the random forest model
indeed classifies far more passes as being positive compared to the balanced model
- 2793 versus 2318. This highlights that the random forest model picks up on the
successful passes being the majority, despite the dataset balancing that has been done
beforehand. As can be seen in table 6.1, the tradeoff here is a higher accuracy for a
worse precision on the majoity class. The opposite is then true for the negative passes n
- the much smaller number of passes it still predicts as negative tend to be more likely
to actually be negative passes.
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While the random forest performed slightly better in terms of accuracy, we will use
logistic regression for the remaining results in this chapter, due to its transparency and
probabilistic nature.

6.3

Feature importances

In the previous section, we looked at the predictive potential our model has for classifying
the outcome of passes. While this is one of the primary purposes of classification models,
there are other uses such a model has. In this section, we’ll look at model interpretability and more specifically the interpretation of feature importances. By looking at the
importance of specific features in a model, we can derive out what the most important
factors influencing the outcome of a pass are according to our model.

6.3.1

Feature weights

Logistic regression models assign a weight to each input feature indicating how much
influence it has on the final prediction, per unit of said feature. Since we’ve normalized
all of our input features, we can directly interpret the weights of the features as the
relative importance the model places on each weight. The six highest absolute feature
weights of our model are listed in table 6.3.
Feature name
Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver
Nearest opponent’s distance to pass
Pass direction
Pass distance
Total pressure on passer
Most pressure on passer

Feature ID
opp distance r
opp distance pass
pass direction
pass distance
total pressure s
opp pressure s

Weight
0.957045
0.587692
-0.533240
-0.492576
-0.392761
0.329652

Table 6.3: Highest six feature weights of our final balanced logistic regression model
trained on normalized data
It seems like the Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature (opp distance r)
is the strongest feature by far. However, before we can interpret these weights as the
relative influence of individual features on the probability of pass success, we have to
assess the degree of collinearity between the features.

6.3.2

Feature collinearity

In table 6.4 the variance inflation factors (VIFs) for the six features with the highest
VIFs in our dataset are shown. As previously mentioned, a general rule of thumb is that
VIFs with a value over 5 are considered to be high and indicate that a feature is highly
collinear with the other features in the data.
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Feature name
Receiver X
Sender X
Total pressure on receiver
Most pressure on receiver
Total pressure on passer
Most pressure on passer

Feature ID
xr
xs
total pressure r
opp pressure r
total pressure s
opp pressure s

VIF
28.008024
26.339375
16.105080
15.512434
11.572538
11.352844

Table 6.4: The six continuous features with the highest Variance Inflation Factors.
Higher values imply a greater degree of collinearity with the other features in the dataset
As can be seen, some of the features with significant weights have very high VIFs.
The weights assigned to them are highly related to the weights assigned to features
collinear with them, and this prevents us from directly interpreting the weights as the
relative importance of those factors in the outcome of a pass.

6.3.3

Bivariate models

Due to the significant feature collinearity, we’ve instead trained individual bivariate models that attempt to predict pass outcome based on single features. Such models will give
us a much better idea of how strong individual features are, as we avoid the overlap
in variance explanation of different features by analyzing each feature’s performance
individually. In order to assess each feature fairly, we’ve trained a logistic regression
model for each individual feature using the nested cross-validation procedure previously
discussed. For categorical features that were transformed into dummy variables using
one hot encoding, we include all dummy variables in one model. The six best performing
models, in terms of accuracy, are shown in table 6.5.
Predictor ID
pass pressure
Pass technique
total pressure r
opp pressure r
Receiver role
opp distance r

Accuracy
0.724
0.695
0.693
0.693
0.686
0.672

p
Precision
0.765
0.716
0.772
0.775
0.801
0.864

Recall
0.859
0.912
0.780
0.774
0.716
0.614

n
Precision Recall
0.594 0.439
0.555 0.234
0.522 0.510
0.521 0.522
0.508 0.622
0.492 0.795

Table 6.5: Performance metrics of the six single-predictor logistic regression models
with the highest accuracy. p and n represent the subsets of successful and unsuccessful
passes, respectively. Feature names listed in italic are categorical features of which all
one hot encoded sub-features have been used for training the model
We can immediately see that the results are very different when compared to the
feature weights of the main logistic regression model shown previously. While the Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature (opp distance r) had the heighest weight
by far, in this bivariate modelling step the model trained on it does not produce the
best performing model at all when measured in accuracy (though it does produce high
precision on predictions of the positive class). Instead, the Pass vector pressure feature
(pass pressure) has the highest accuracy by far. Interestingly, this feature had a relatively
minor weight in the final model trained on all features together.
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Trivariate models

We now train models with two predictors to see how the performance of the models
improves as we add more features. We once again train the models using the familiar
nested cross validation procedure and we train one model for every possible pair of
features. This is a pretty time consuming procedure that gives us hundreds of trained
models. In table 6.6 we’ve listed the three best trivariate models (again based on
accuracy) with the pair of features involved in each.
p
1st predictor ID
pass pressure
pass pressure
Pass technique

2nd predictor ID
team possession t
pass distance
pass pressure

Accuracy
0.731
0.731
0.729

Prec.
0.769
0.770
0.791

n
Recall
0.864
0.861
0.818

Prec.
0.609
0.607
0.583

Recall
0.449
0.455
0.541

Table 6.6: Performance metrics of the 3 logistic regression models with 2 predictors with
the highest accuracy
p
1st predictor ID
opp distance r
pass pressure
opp distance pass

2nd predictor ID
pass distance
opp distance r
pass direction

Accuracy
0.707
0.707
0.678

Prec.
0.859
0.858
0.856

n
Recall
0.681
0.683
0.632

Prec.
0.530
0.530
0.498

Recall
0.762
0.760
0.775

Table 6.7: Performance metrics of the 3 logistic regression models with 2 predictors with
the highest precision
Closely matching our results from the bivariate analysis, the Pass vector pressure
feature (pass pressure) is a part of all the best performing features. In fact, the 20 pairs
with the highest accuracy are all pairs including this feature.
In table 6.7 the three models with the highest precision have been highlighted.
We can see that models in which the Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature
(opp distance r) is involved, tend to perform very well. These models have significantly
higher precision for the positive class of successful passes. For example, the model of
the pass vector pressure feature and the Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature
(opp distance r) has a significantly higher precision than the other models involving the
pass pressure feature. The model with the highest precision includes the Nearest opponent’s distance to the receiver feature (opp distance r) and the Pass distance feature
(pass distance).

6.4

Probabilistic model output

Previously, we already looked at how good the predictive power of our model is for the
purpose of classifying passes based on pass successfulness in a binary fashion. While this
classification is important and one of the primary use cases for logistic regression, the
fact that this algorithm is naturally probabilistic has other benefits. More specifically,
we can use the model to output prediction probabilities, instead of classifications. Such
probabilities can be used as a measure of confidence.
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of predicted probabilities for all passes in our dataset during the
outer cross validation loop, split into successful passes and unsuccessful passes. The 0.5
probability threshold, used for classification, is also highlighted
In order to get a sense of how useful the probabilities returned by our model really
are, figure 6.2 plots the 2 histograms showing the distribution of probabilities for both
successful and unsuccessful passes in our dataset. This distribution includes all passes
in the pass dataset and describes the probability of pass successfulness associated with
each pass during the outer cross validation loop of our nested cross validation procedure.
We can see that the successful passes have a very clear curve that peaks at p=1.0, while
there are very few successful passes close to p=0.0. On the other hand, the unsuccessful
passes have a significantly different curve that does not actually peak at p=0.0 - instead
it has a small peak at p=0.1 and then drops down again.
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Discussion
In this chapter, we will interpret and discuss the results shown previously. Particular
attention will be paid to the importance of the individual features and the model’s
performance and value. Since our logistic regression performed reasonably well compared
to the other algorithms, we’ll also discuss the probabilistic output of this model.

7.1

Model performance

In section 6.2, we went over the performance of all 5 models that we trained using multiple machine learning algorithms. The performance metrics were compared in table 6.1
and the confusion matrices of the most accurate model, random forest, and logistic
regression were compared in table 6.2. We found that the models performed very differently when it comes to metrics such as accuracy and precision, though both have an
accuracy that is significantly better than the naive baseline model. For a classification
model to find use in real world scenarios, the costs and benefits of the different types of
incorrect and correct classifications need to be carefully considered. The cost of unexpectedly failing a pass in a high stakes football match can be incredibly costly. As such,
we value the precision of the positive class predictions much more than any other metric
in the confusion matrix and we believe the logistic regression model will provide more
value to football players, coaches and sports analysts even though the random forest
model has slightly higher accuracy.
There are several limitations related to model performance in our current work. We
tried a number of machine learning algorithms, but some of the more powerful options
available, such as neural networks, were not explored in-depth and may be a better
choice for maximizing classification performance. These models have significantly more
parameters to be optimized and can take a lot of time to train and assess, depending
on said parameters.
There is also an upper limit to how well any model can classify pass successfulness,
given the technical limitations of current state of the art sports position data. The
position data itself only contains 2 dimensional coordinates describing the center of
mass of every participant in the match. The finer details that make a decisive difference
for the success of a pass, such as the orientation and the direction the player is looking
towards are all important factors that can affect how effectively a player is able to send
or receive the ball for a pass. The availability of such information is likely going to be
an important factor in further improving models for predicting the outcome of sports
match events.
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For possible future work, deep learning could provide us with models that are able to
capture the most complex relationships detectable in football position data. However,
properly utilizing deep learning takes a lot longer and due to time constraints we could
not commit to fully exploring these alternative models. Additionally, the amount of data
that we have available is simply too little for deep learning to truly be able to detect
very complex (and robust) patterns in the data. We believe that neural networks have
a lot of potential and exploring them would be a worthwhile endeavor, if enough data is
available.

7.2

Feature importances

In this section, we’ll discuss how much the individual features we calculated contribute
to the predictive power of the models, in order to evaluate which features are the most
meaningful for pass prediction. We have not been able to find any prior detailed work
on this kind of feature analysis for pass prediction, so we see this as a new contribution
to the literature on this subject.
The highest absolute feature weights for our final model were shown in table 6.3.
From this we can observe that the distance opponents are from the intended receiver
(opp distance r) and pass vector (opp distance pass) are the most dominant features,
closely followed by the distance (pass distance) and direction (pass direction) of the
pass vector itself. All of the modelled relationships make intuitive sense, with greater
distances to the nearest opponents correlating with better pass outcomes and longer
passes that are more forward correlating with worse pass outcomes.
Table 6.5 highlights the performance of the best six bivariate models trained using
one feature as its single predictor. This gives us an accurate picture of how individual
features perform on their own. The Pass vector pressure feature (pass pressure) has the
highest accuracy. In fact, half of the best six models all use some kind of pressure-based
feature as their single predictor. The Nearest opponent’s distance to pass vector feature
(opp distance r) doesn’t perform as well as the pressure-based features, but it does have
noticeably higher precision on successful pass outcome predictions.
To compare how well features synergize, table 6.6 highlights the performance of the
best three trivariate models (in terms of accuracy). The Pass vector pressure feature
(pass pressure) is a part of all the best performing pairs of predictors. In table 6.7, it can
be seen that combining this feature with the Nearest opponent’s opponent’s distance
to receiver feature (opp distance r) gives us a slight drop in accuracy, but a significant
increase in precision on positive passes. The joint distribution of this feature pair has
been highlighted in the left plot in figure 7.1. Table 6.7 also reveals that the pair
of features giving us the highest precision on positive passes was the pair formed by
the Nearest opponent’s opponent’s distance to receiver feature and the Pass distance
feature, the joint distribution of which has been highlighted in the right plot in figure 7.1.
We can see that that higher proportions of successfulness tend to be associated with
higher distances to the nearest opponent for the receiver and lower pass distances. This
makes intuitive sense - if the pass distance is greater the ball has to travel for longer
and the opponents have more time to intercept close to the intended receiver of the
pass. Once again both models with the nearest opponent’s distance feature exhibit high
precision on successful pass outcome predictions.
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Figure 7.1: Pass successfulness proportion heatmap for several feature pairs including
the Nearest opponent’s distance to pass vector feature (opp distance r), based on the
entire pass dataset
We noticed that the Nearest opponent’s distance to receiver feature (opp distance r)
was the best feature in the main model, but was not the strongest feature in the bivariate
models at all. The feature has an unusually high precision on passes with a positive
outcome, while still having respectable accuracy. The distribution of this feature has
been highlighted in the top left plot of figure 6.1. We notice a right-skewed distribution
for both types of passes, with the successful pass distribution having a smaller peak but
a much longer tail. If the opponents are far enough away from the receiver it’s unlikely
a pass will fail.
The Pass vector pressure feature (pass pressure) is the strongest feature among the
bivariate and trivariate models, while this feature had an insignificant weight in the final
model trained on all features together. The distribution of this feature can be seen in
the bottom right plot of figure 6.1. We once again notice a right-skewed distribution,
with the unsuccessful pass distribution having a longer tail this time. We also notice
that many passes have a pressure value of 0 and these passes have a significantly higher
proportion of successfulness. Pressure based features are inversely related to opponentdistance based features, with higher values correlating with worse pass outcomes.
Finally, all models seem to favor features that describe the influence of opponents
and the characteristics of the pass vector. The metrics that are favored seem to vary
depending on the scope of the model, which tells us there is significant overlap in the
variance explained by individual features. For example, a bivariate model trained on only
the Pass vector pressure feature has an accuracy of 72.4% which is not very far behind
the 74.38% accuracy of the final model trained on all features. With many more features
added one would expect a much bigger gain.
Several limitations are present in our current collection of features. Table 6.4 revealed
that the variance inflation factors of our features are very high. This tells us some of
the features in our pass dataset are highly collinear, which in turn means we cannot
interpret our model weights as indicators of feature importance. The model weights of
the final model are less informative because of this and several of the correlated features
are most likely completely redundant. Another limitation is the lack of feature parameter
optimization. Several parameter-based features were implemented in this work and for all
of them we simply used default parameters defined in relevant literature. The pressurebased functions are some of the most powerful features we have available and all of them
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have parameters to configure the limit of the pressure zone as well as the zone’s decay
rate. The lack of this feature parameter optimization is a considerable weakness.
One of the next steps would be to do proper feature selection and find the right
balance between predictive power and simplicity of the model. This could help mitigate
the significant collinearity present in our feature dataset. As part of this work, we added
L1-regularization to our model, but unfortunately this did not remove a lot of features.
We have not tried more dedicated feature selection procedures, such as Recursive Feature
Elimination [24], which could significantly improve the simplicity of our model while not
sacrificing much accuracy. Finally, optimizing the feature parameters in some systematic
way has potential. This optimization could be incorporated into the hyperparameter
optimization loop of our nested cross-validation procedure, but this would require a
significant rework of our machine learning pipeline and the intertwining of the feature
extraction and modelling steps, so we leave this open for future research as well.

7.3

Probabilistic model output

Logistic regression gives us the opportunity to evaluate the underlying probabilities used
for the classification. We can use these probabilities to compare passes and get a
better understanding of the pass outcome classifications. In figure 6.2, we highlighted
the probability distributions produced by our model for all unsuccessful and successful
passes in the dataset. It was noticed that the probability curve for unsuccessful passes
has an unexpected lack of observations close to p=0.0.
There appears to be an innate decision bias in the pass dataset itself. Football players
tend to avoid passes that are very unlikely to succeed, since maintaining ball possession
is a crucial part of football. This bias does not go both ways, as a player has no reason
to avoid a very safe pass unless a better alternative is available. This innate decision bias
means that our pass dataset cannot possibly have nearly as many examples of passes
that are very likely to fail as there are examples of passes that are very likely to succeed.
This bias is reflected in our model performance metrics in tables 6.1, 6.5 and 6.6 as the
precision of the negative class predictions is always significantly behind the precision of
the positive class predictions. Clearly, there are no features that decisively identify very
improbable passes.
There is one major shortcoming in our work on pass probabilities. By focusing on
pass outcome we’ve now modelled the risk of passes,but if we only evaluate passes based
on the associated risks involved the right answer is to always play backwards towards
the own defenders and goalkeeper. Unfortunately, football is a game where the goal is
to score goals in the opposing team’s goal and for this risks have to be taken. Having
a model for pass reward alongside the current pass successfulness model would let us
accurately model the risk-reward tradeoff that is so important in an actual football
match, significantly increasing the value of our work.
For future work, a basic approach for modelling pass reward would be taking our
existing pass dataset, creating a subset of only the successful passes and adding a new
label to these passes that describes whether a certain desirable event happened shortly
after the ball arrived at the receiver, such as a shot on the goal. The authors of Ref. [41]
used exactly this approach and we acknowledge that their work is further in this. The
process of generating this second model and analyzing it, as well as combining the existing
model and the new model for a proper risk-reward model, would generate enough new
questions and avenues for analysis for it to merit its own research.
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Chapter 8
Use cases
A lot of time has now been spent talking about the classification performance of the
model, the importance of individual features, and the probabilistic output of the model,
but relatively little time has been spent talking about the use cases for this model within
the sports domain. In this chapter, several potential use cases for the probabilistic output
of the model will be described alongside any avenues for future improvement.

8.1

Analyzing player decision making

Now that we’ve analyzed what kind of probabilities our model outputs for passes that
are in our pass dataset, we will look at a use case for our model involving hypothetical
passes that aren’t in our dataset. So far we’ve looked at the probabilities of passes and
how they compare to the actual outcome of said passes, but there is another dimension
that can be touched upon by looking at what-if scenarios.
For every moment in a football match, the player that currently has ball possession
has up to 10 teammates he or she can pass the ball to. We can use our feature engineering
pipeline to calculate the mathematical features described so far for any of these moments
by picking one of these 10 teammates as the intended receiver of a hypothetical pass. We
can then use our logistic regression model to predict the probability that this hypothetical
pass from the player in ball possession to the picked intended receiver would actually
be successful. Repeating this process 10 times for every teammate on the field at
that moment gives us the probabilities of all pass options at that moment and these
probabilities can be used to compare the risk of different pass options.
A specific subset of moments for which such an analysis can be done is the moments
at which an actual pass is about to start. At these moments, an intended receiver
was chosen by the player in ball possession and an actual pass was about to be made.
We can use the procedure just described to calculate probabilities for both the actual
pass and the nine other alternative options that were available at the time and compare
the player’s decision to the options that were available. The result can then be used
to evaluate a player’s decision making in the field. An example of such an analysis is
shown in figure 8.1. The actual intended receiver that was picked by the pass sender is
highlighted and the probabilities for the pass towards him as well as any alternatives are
shown. We’ve taken to calling this kind of visualization a spider plot, since the drawn
(hypothetical) pass vectors remind us of a spider web with the pass sender at the center
of the web.
As can be seen, the pass sender picked a relatively safe pass option back towards his
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Figure 8.1: Predicted probability of success of a pass (actual receiver highlighted) and
predicted probabilities of all nine alternative receivers at the moment the pass started
own goal line. A number of different pass options were available to the player, including
a few the pass model deemed much riskier due to the proximity of opponents. It can
also be seen that a few of the riskier alternatives available had an interesting tradeoff
between risk and reward, such as the option of passing to the left forward in the top right
of the plot. This pass still had a probability greater than 50% attached to it and such a
pass, if successful, would’ve opened up the opportunity to launch an offensive towards
the opposing goal line that could’ve resulted in a cross towards the center forward with
the promise of a shot on the goal. The probabilities that are given by the model reflect
what we would expect after looking at the probability distribution over the passes in our
dataset. There are passes that are judged to be very unlikely to fail, such as the pass
back to the back right defender, while there are no passes that the model judges to be
impossible to perform successfully.
We believe that an analysis like this can tell players, coaches and sports analysts alike
a lot about the decision making process of individual players and how well a situation
was assessed by said players. Coaches can use it to reflect on the performance of players
and give players feedback on the passing decisions they made in specific critical moments
of a footbal match or training. Players can use it to better understand the decisions
they made and the impact, or lack of impact, they had on the bigger picture. Finally,
sport analysts can use the analysis to quantify the value of passes on a larger scale and
aggregate the results for the team or particular players as well as highlighting outliers for
deeper discussion. We came up with the idea of using these collections of probabilities
to directly quantify how good the decision of a pass sender was. However, the lack of
pass reward modelling is a severe limitation and an obvious improvement point in future
work.
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Labelling passes for player profiling

We’ve now analyzed how the probabilistic output from our model can be used to compare
passes and their alternatives. In this subsection, we’ll take a look at another use case
which is directly using the probabilities to label passes for the purpose of analyzing the
behavioral patterns of players.
The probabilistic output of our model can be thought of as being yet another label
for the dataset, not unlike the actual pass successfulness label that we calculated in
chapter 4 and have been using as the outcome variable throughout all the modelling
done in this work. In doing so, we can now compare our passes along 2 dimensions:
actual pass successfulness and the modelled probability of success. Naturally one would
expect the 2 dimensions to be heavily correlated, but there may be outliers that we can
detect in the process of doing this comparison.
In particular, we can label the passes in the dataset with probabilities and then subset
the data per player to create a ”risk profile” of a particular player. To illustrate, we will
draw the pass risk profiles of a couple of players of the one team we have the most data
of. Their profiles, based on 5-6 matches per player, are drawn in figure 8.2. The plots
highlight the relation, for a particular player, between probability of pass success and the
number of passes in the dataset as well as the proportion of pass successfulness.
We can see that every role seems to have its own distinct distribution. The goalkeeper in question has a distribution that is mostly dominated by very safe passes. The
defender also emphasizes passes with a high probability of success, but has a much more
balanced distribution containing many passes with a lower probability. Meanwhile, the
midfielder has the most balanced distribution with even more low probability passes and
the distribution of the forward is completely reversed, with an emphasis on more dangerous passes. All of the trends exhibited, match up with our expectations of what each
role is supposed to be doing in a typical football match.
This type of plot can be used to assess how effectively a certain player handles very
risky or very safe passes and whether such performance matches up with the expectations
for the role that player is filling. For example, the defender and midfield shown above
almost never fail at passes that fall within the 90-100% probability bracket. Meanwhile,
the forward seems to have a slightly higher failure rate within that bracket. Players that
exhibit unusual behaviour within their roles compared to what was shown here may have
an edge over some of their fellow players in similar roles. Such plots could thus be used
to assess how effective (and thus valuable) a player is in his or her particular role.
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Figure 8.2: Player pass risk profiles of four different players in different roles. A player’s
pass risk profile is a histogram binning all the passes performed by said player by the
probability of success our model assigns to each pass. Successful passes (black) and
unsuccessful passes (red) are shown separately in a stacked fashion
Notice that the amount of data we currently have is relatively limited. With the size
of our dataset, subsetting the data to only one particular player results in a very small
subset of a few hundred passes at best. We believe that for best results, a bigger dataset
would be needed that contains thousands of passes for a particular player. Due to the
small sample size, the results shown here can exhibit high variance and we should not
read too much into the highlighted trends. The results could be improved greatly with
the availability of more data.

8.3

Labelling passes for outlier detection

Another interesting use case involving pass labelling is outlier detection. By relating the
actual successfulness of passes to the probabilities our model assigns to said passes we
can identify particularly significant outliers that tell us whether a player performed very
well or very poorly in said situations. For example, focusing on the passes made by the
forward in figure 8.2, we can look at all the passes that failed in the highest probability
bracket as well as the passes that succeeded in the lowest probability bracket.
In figure 8.3, we’ve shown one of the 2 failed passes from the highest probability
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98.94

Figure 8.3: Pass that failed with high probability of success. The pass sender and
intended receiver are shown (in black), as well as all the opponents on the field (in red).
The vector between the sender and intended receiver is shown in light gray while the
actual vector travelled by the ball is shown in black
bracket. The gray arrow marks the pass vector from the pass sender to intended receiver
while the black arrow marks the actual path travelled by the ball within the next 1.5
seconds. We can see that while the pass vector was assigned a probability of almost 0.99,
the pass sender seemed to have handled the pass poorly and actually sent the ball in the
wrong direction, where an opponent was able to intercept it. This is a clear example
of an anomaly caused by player error, and is something the model cannot account for
given the information in the currently available position data.
As it turns out, passes that failed due to player error are often exactly the passes that
appear to fail with high probabilities. As such, this method of analysis can be used to
detect passes that were heavily affected by player error and these pass examples can then
be used for direct post-match feedback to a player. Failed passes with a high probability
of success can typically results in very negative outcomes for the team as a whole typically they’re passes close to the team’s own goal and if an opponent gains possession
of the ball at such a position, it leaves the team highly vulnerable to an opposing goal.
Being able to quickly identify and label such passes when given the complete post-match
dataset helps sports data analysts speed up their work and get insights related to these
passes back to the coach and players much faster.
Similarly, figure 8.4 highlights one of the 2 passes that succeeded with a high probability of success. We can see that the pass had a mere ∼0.09 probability of success and
is thus marked as a particularly risky pass, the pass actually succeeded and ended up
putting a teammate in ball possession while very close to the opposing goal. This pass
was actually a cross - a pass part of a typical attack pattern where a forward winger
passes the ball from the side of the field directly to the center forward close to the goal
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8.77

Figure 8.4: Pass that succeeded with low probability of success. The pass sender and
intended receiver are shown (in black), as well as all the opponents on the field (in red).
The vector between the sender and intended receiver is shown in light gray while the
actual vector travelled by the ball is shown in black
in order to try and create goal scoring opportunities. Such crosses are often chipped
(sent in an arc) to avoid opposing players being able to intercept in the middle of the
pass vector.
We found that successful low probability passes like this one are typically the ones
that generate actual goal scoring attempts for the team in question. Risks have to be
taken in order to score goals, and said goals can typically be traced back to passes that
had a significant chance to fail. As such, this analysis is very well suited to mining
a post-match dataset for such decisive moments and it is relatively easy to link these
decisive moments back to the initiating players.
The procedures for creating player profiles and finding positive and negative outliers discussed in the previous subsection and this subsection can be combined into an
overall report for per-player performance, containing clear improvement points for the
player, with examples of situations that should’ve been handled better, as well as positive
feedback with examples of situations where a player performed very well.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this work, we offered a detailed description of a machine learning pipeline which is
used to generate probabilistic models for the prediction of pass outcomes in a football
match. This is a binary classification problem in which a pass is either successful, with
the ball arriving at the intended receiver, or unsuccessful, with the ball not arriving at a
team member or the match being interrupted before anyone receives it. One of the main
benefits of such a probabilistic model is the availabilty of probabilistic output which can
be interpreted as a confidence score for the prediction.
One of the questions we set out to answer at the start of this project was ”What
are the most important factors determining pass success in a football match?”. In
order to facilitate finding an answer to this question, we described the individual steps
in our work from the dataset preparation all the way to the training and assessment
of machine learning models. In particular, we gave a very detailed description of the
feature engineering work done, describing every numerical feature calculated and the
mathematical steps that were taken (based on available data) to generate them. In the
analysis of our results, we then allocated significant time to describing the performance
of every feature and how well they performed as part of the full model as well as in
individual bivariate and trivariate models.
As it turns out, features defining a form of pressure which opponents are exerting
on the general area around the pass vector - the path the ball traverses - perform
very well on their own, with an accuracy that already reaches 0.724 compared to the
baseline of 0.68. The complete model trained on all features went up to 0.744 accuracy,
showing us the other features do not add nearly as much predictive power in terms of
raw accuracy. Meanwhile, a feature describing how far away opponents are from the
receiver helps the model identify passes that have a very high probability of success and
thus greatly improve the precision of positive predictions, increasing it from a baseline
precision of 0.68 to a precision of 0.864. In general, it seems that features describing
the spatial interaction between the intended receiver of the pass and the players on the
opposing team have very decisive predictive power. Similarly, features describing the
spatial interaction between the pass vector and the positions of opposing players are also
very strong features.
We also noticed a strong predictive trend in features describing the nature of the
pass, such as its direction and distance while most of the other features describing the
state of the players involved in the pass, such as the speed, direction and position of
the players, seem to either correlate heavily with the aforementioned stronger features
or seem to not have any predictive power. In hindsight, a lot of this makes sense and
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matches our intuition - if the intended receiver and the pass vector are not covered
by opponents, there is very little that can interfere with the successfulness of the pass
besides player error. There are secondary features that synergize very well, such as the
pass distance. Intuitively this makes sense, as opponents have more time to close the
gap if it takes longer for the ball to reach the intended receiver.
The second question we wanted to answer was ”How does a predictive model built on
these factors add value for the stakeholders involved?”. Our model’s predictive potential
for the binary classification of pass successfulness is significantly better than a naive
baseline model and can be used to assess whether a pass is likely to succeed or fail. We
consider the precision of predictions of pass success to be the most important metric for
a model like this, as the cost of losing the ball when this is not expected can have dire
consequences in a football match. We are happy to report that our model achieves a
precision of 0.88 on the positive class, which is much better than a naive baseline model
does.
Classification performance is only one aspect of the model we described in our work.
Due to our choice of logistic regression as machine learning algorithm, we have created a
naturally probabilistic model which bases its classification results on probabilistic output.
Such probabilities can be used as confidence scores for the aforementioned predictions
and opens up exciting new use cases as well. Some of the use cases that we mentioned
in our results analysis include the following:
❼ Analyzing the probabilities of a pass and the available alternatives at that moment,
in order to quantify player decision making skills
❼ Labelling a dataset of passes with the probabilities assigned by the model, enabling
sports analysts to compare probabilities to actual outcomes and easily find outliers

While there are several shortcomings that still need to be addressed in future work,
our model enables sports data analysts to mine their datasets for pass-related insights
much faster than before while also letting them provide the players and coach with a
completely new perspective on how to value the quality of passes and player decisions
in a football match.
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Appendix A
Amisco data description
This appendix contains a tabular overview of each of the 3 Amisco system datasets that
we based our research on, which can be used to get a sense of the information contained
within the data as well as its’ quality. In addition to that, an overview is given of the
types of events present in the event data.
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A.1

Dataset columns

Column
PeriodId

Type
Constant integer

PlayerId

Integer

Time

Double

X
Y

Double
Double

Description
The period of the match. Indicates the match
half or overtime period
The unique identifier of a particular participant
(player, referee or ball)
The number of seconds that has passed since
the period start
The X coordinate of the participant’s position
The Y coordinate of the participant’s position

Table A.1: Features in the Amisco position data
Column
BallEventCode

Type
Categorical

GoalZone
How

Categorical

Id
PeriodId
MatchEventCode

Integer
Constant integer
Categorical

NbEvents
PlayerIdJ1

Constant integer
Integer

PlayerIdJ2

Integer

X
Y
Result
Time

Double
Double
Categorical
Double

WithWhat

Categorical

Description
Flag indicating what kind of ball event happened. Mutually exclusive with MatchEventCode
Unused
Indicates whether the ball event was performed
while running, jumping or sliding
Unique identifier for the event
The period of the match
Flag indicating what kind of match event happened. Mutually exclusive with BallEventCode
The total number of events in the period
Unique identifier of the primary player involved
in the event
Unique identifier of the secondary player involved in the event
The X coordinate at which the event took place
The Y coordinate at which the event took place
The outcome of the event, if any
The number of seconds that has passed since
the period start
Flag indicating which body part was used for a
ball event

Table A.2: Features in the Amisco event data
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Column
TeamCode

Type
Categorical

Color1

Integer

Color2

Integer

FirstName
LastName
TeamId

String
String
Integer

TeamName

String

PlayerId

Integer

Poste

Integer

RuleId

Integer

ShirtNumber

Integer

ShoeColor

Constant integer

ShortColor

Constant integer

SocketColor

Constant integer

Description
Shorthand code for the team name of the participant
Primary decimal color code associated with this
participant
Secondary decimal color code associated with
this participant.
First name of the participant
Last name of the participant
Unique identifier of the participant’s team. 0
for referees
Full name of the participant’s team. Unset for
referees
Unique player identifier associated with this
participant. Unset for coaches
Role identifier that describes the player’s role
within his/her team. Unset for coaches
More high level identifier that describes the
player’s role within the match. 0 for players,
1 for coaches, 2 for referees
The number on the participant’s shirt. Unset
for coaches
Decimal color code for the participant’s shoes.
Set to black for everyone
Decimal color code for the participant’s shorts.
Set to white for everyone
Another unused decimal color code that simply
gets set to white for everyone

Table A.3: Features in the Amisco player metadata
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A.2

Event types

Ball event code
Empty
Pass
Deep forward pass
Cross

Reception
Clearance
Neutral clearance
Shot on target
Shot not on target
Neutral contact
Running with ball
Low catch drop gk
Low catch gk
High catch drop gk
High catch gk
Low deflection gk
High deflection gk
Foot clearance gk
Hold of ball gk

Description
Not a ball event
An attempted pass from one player to a team member
A specific kind of pass where the ball is passed a lot more
aggressively
A specific kind of pass where the ball is passed from the
side of the field to the middle of the field, close to the
opponent’s goal
The ball is received by a player
The ball is kicked away with no particular target
Same as the previous ball event, but unintentionally so
Shot on the goal
Shot that was intended for the goal, but missed
A player unintentionally influenced the direction of the ball
A player is moving around with the ball
A goalkeeper dives and catches a ball travelling at low altitude
A goalkeeper catches a ball travelling at low altitude
A goalkeeper dives and catches a ball travelling at higher
altitude
A goalkeeper catches a ball travelling at higher altitude
A goalkeeper deflects a ball travelling at low altitude
A goalkeeper deflects a ball travelling at higher altitude
A goalkeeper kicks the ball away from the goal
A goalkeeper grabs the ball

Table A.4: Possible BallEventCode values
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Match event code
Empty
Out for throw-in
Out for corner
Out for goal kick
Goal
Own goal
Yellow card
Foul - penalty
Foul - dir. free-kick
Interruption game
Player out
Player in
Offside
Goal post

Description
Not a match event
The ball passes the side line
The ball passes the goal line after that side’s team last
touched it
The ball passes the goal line after the other side’s team
last touched it
A goal is scored
A player directed the ball into their own team’s goal
A player receives a yellow card
A player committed a foul and the other team is awarded
a penalty as a result
A player committed a foul and the other team is awarded
a free kick as a result
The match is interrupted for an unspecified reason
A player is moved out of the field by his coach
A player is placed on the field by his coach
The ball is passed to a team member who is standing behind
the last defender of the other team
The ball hits the goal post

Table A.5: Possible MatchEventCode values
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Appendix B
Feature engineering overview
In the feature engineering chapter, all the mathematical features calculated for each
pass are described. In this appendix, a tabular overview is given of all these features,
including their names, descriptions and format.
A table has been added for each of the 4 main feature categories - pass participants,
pass characteristics, opponents’ influence and contextual information.
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Name
Sender’s speed

Sender’s
tion

direc-

Receiver’s speed

Receiver’s direction

Sender’s relative
X coordinate
Sender’s absolute
relative Y coordinate
Receiver’s relative X coordinate
Receiver’s absolute relative Y coordinate

Description
The absolute speed of the
pass sender at the time of the
pass
The direction of the pass
sender at the time of the
pass, relative to his team’s direction of play
The absolute speed of the intended pass receiver at the
time of the pass
The direction of the intended
pass receiver at the time
of the pass, relative to his
team’s direction of play
The depth of the pass sender
at the moment the pass starts
The pass sender’s distance
from the middle line at the
moment the pass starts
The depth of the intended
receiver at the moment the
pass starts
The intended receiver’s distance from the middle line at
the moment the pass starts

Units
m/s

Range
[ 0, ∞ >

Identifier
speed s

deg

[ −90, 90 ]

direction s

[ 0, ∞ >

speed r

[ −90, 90 ]

direction r

m

< −∞, ∞ >

xs

m

[ 0, ∞ >

ys

m

< −∞, ∞ >

xr

m

[ 0, ∞ >

yr

◦

m/s

deg

◦

Table B.1: Pass participant features
Name
Pass distance

Pass direction

Sender’s pass angle

Receiver’s
angle

pass

Description
The distance between the intended receiver and sender
which has to be covered by
the ball
The relative direction the ball
has to be passed to, relative
to the team’s direction of play
Angle between the direction
the pass sender is moving and
the direction the ball is being
passed in
Angle between the direction
the intended receiver is moving and the direction the ball
is being passed from

Units
m

Range
[ 0, ∞ >

Identifier
pass distance

deg

[ −90, 90 ]

pass direction

s

[ 0, 180 ]

pass angle s

s

[ 0, 180 ]

pass angle r

◦

Table B.2: Pass trajectory features
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Name
Nearest opponent
to sender
Velocity of nearest opponent towards sender
Nearest opponent
to receiver
Velocity of nearest opponent towards receiver
Pass vector’s free
area
Pass vector’s free
angle

Highest pressure
on sender
Total pressure on
sender
Highest pressure
on receiver
Total pressure on
receiver
Pressure on pass
vector

APPENDIX B. FEATURE ENGINEERING OVERVIEW

Description
The distance between the
pass sender and his/her nearest opponent
The nearest opponent’s
speed component projected
directly towards the pass
sender
The distance between the
pass receiver and his/her
nearest opponent
The nearest opponent’s
speed component projected
directly towards the pass
receiver
Minimum distance from any
point on the pass vector to
an opponent
Minimum angle from the pass
vector to any opponent vector (defined as the vector
from the pass sender to the
opponent)
Most pressuring opponent’s
pressure exerted on the pass
sender
Total pressure exerted on the
pass sender by the entire opposing team
Most pressuring opponent’s
pressure exerted on the pass
receiver
Total pressure exerted on the
pass receiver by the entire opposing team
Total amount of pressure exerted on the pass vector by
the entire opposing team

Units
m

Range
[ 0, ∞ >

Identifier
opp distance s

m/s

[ 0, ∞ >

opp velocity s

m

[ 0, ∞ >

opp distance r

m/s

[ 0, ∞ >

opp velocity r

m

[ 0, ∞ >

opp distance pass

[ 0, 180 ]

opp angle pass

%

[ 0, 100 ]

opp pressure s

%

[ 0, 100 ]

total pressure s

%

[ 0, 1200 ]

opp pressure r

%

[ 0, 1200 ]

total pressure r

%

[ 0, 1100 ]

pass pressure

deg

◦

Table B.3: Opponents’ influence features
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Name
Player ball possession time

APPENDIX B. FEATURE ENGINEERING OVERVIEW

Description
How long the pass sender has
had control of the ball without interruption
How long the pass sender’s
team has had control of the
ball without interruption
The part of the body used to
pass the ball

Units
s

Range
[ 0, ∞ >

Identifier
player possession t

s

[ 0, ∞ >

team possession t

Categorical

pass technique

Passing team

The identity of the team
passing the ball

Categorical

Sender role

The role associated with the
pass sender

Categorical

Receiver role

The role associated with the
intended receiver

Categorical

chest
header
left foot
right foot
two hands
team1
team2
team3
team4
team5
team6
goalkeeper
defender
midfield
forward
goalkeeper
defender
midfield
forward

Team ball possession time
Pass technique

Table B.4: Contextual information features
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passing team

sender role

receiver role

Appendix C
Model assessment/fitting reports
In this appendix the raw terminal-based output from the predictive modelling component
of our pipeline can be found. A section is present for every model that has been trained,
with its’ relevant pipeline output being included there.
The listed output details information about the nested cross validation procedure
used for model performance assessment, such as the optimal hyperparameters and test
accuracy for the train-test split of each iteration of the outer cross-validation loop. The
performance across all test folds is aggregated into a report that lists the average test
accuracy, a confusion matrix and a classification report listing many useful metrics such
as precision, recall and f1-scores. These metrics can be used to directly compare the
merits of a model.
At the end of each report a small description of the final model fitting procedure is
given as well, detailing the optimal hyperparameters found using cross validation over
the entire dataset. No test scores are given here as the final model isn’t tested on an
independent dataset at all. The performance assessment of nested cross-validation is
instead used as an estimation of the generalization error.
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-------------------------------------------------------------Generalization error estimation using 10-fold nested Cross-Validation
Classifier: LogisticRegression
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’C’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Fold 1 test error: 0.7640 ( C=497.7023564332114 )
Fold 2 test error: 0.7713 ( C=869.7490026177834 )
Fold 3 test error: 0.7470 ( C=0.07564633275546291 )
Fold 4 test error: 0.7445 ( C=20.09233002565046 )
Fold 5 test error: 0.7543 ( C=61.35907273413176 )
Fold 6 test error: 0.7153 ( C=0.1747528400007685 )
Fold 7 test error: 0.7299 ( C=0.23101297000831603 )
Fold 8 test error: 0.7341 ( C=0.1747528400007685 )
Fold 9 test error: 0.7512 ( C=6.5793322465756825 )
Fold 10 test error: 0.7268 ( C=0.049770235643321115 )
-------------------------------------------------------------Nested Cross-Validation finished in 818.0 seconds. Calculating metrics..
-------------------------------------------------------------Average test error: 0.7438
Confusion matrix
Prediction

1

0

Total

Class: 1
Class: 0

2029
289

763
1026

2792
1315

Total

2318

1789

4107

Classification report
precision
1
0

0.88
0.57

recall

f1-score

support

0.73
0.78

0.79
0.66

2792
1315

0.74

4107

accuracy

-------------------------------------------------------------Model training using 10-fold Cross-Validation
Classifier: LogisticRegression
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’C’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameters found: C=4.9770235643321135
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameter optimization and model fitting finished in 96.3 seconds
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-------------------------------------------------------------Generalization error estimation using 10-fold nested Cross-Validation
Classifier: AdaBoostClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_estimators’, ’learning_rate’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Fold 1 test error: 0.7324 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.6300000000000001 )
Fold 2 test error: 0.7664 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.5900000000000001 )
Fold 3 test error: 0.7640 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=1.0300000000000005 )
Fold 4 test error: 0.7543 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.5700000000000001 )
Fold 5 test error: 0.7324 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.9000000000000004 )
Fold 6 test error: 0.7178 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.56 )
Fold 7 test error: 0.7324 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=1.4200000000000008 )
Fold 8 test error: 0.7122 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.8900000000000003 )
Fold 9 test error: 0.7512 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=1.3000000000000007 )
Fold 10 test error: 0.7488 ( n_estimators=70 learning_rate=1.0000000000000004 )
-------------------------------------------------------------Nested Cross-Validation finished in 1755.8 seconds. Calculating metrics..
-------------------------------------------------------------Average test error: 0.7412
Confusion matrix
Prediction

1

0

Total

Class: 1
Class: 0

2066
337

726
978

2792
1315

Total

2403

1704

4107

Classification report
precision

recall

f1-score

support

1
0

0.86
0.57

0.74
0.74

0.80
0.65

2792
1315

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.72
0.77

0.74
0.74

0.74
0.72
0.75

4107
4107
4107

-------------------------------------------------------------Model training using 10-fold Cross-Validation
Classifier: AdaBoostClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_estimators’, ’learning_rate’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameters found: n_estimators=70 learning_rate=0.9800000000000004
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameter optimization and model fitting finished in 72.6 seconds
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-------------------------------------------------------------Generalization error estimation using 10-fold nested Cross-Validation
Classifier: RandomForestClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_estimators’, ’max_depth’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Fold 1 test error: 0.7689 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=19 )
Fold 2 test error: 0.7567 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=25 )
Fold 3 test error: 0.7470 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=22 )
Fold 4 test error: 0.7226 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=20 )
Fold 5 test error: 0.7981 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=None )
Fold 6 test error: 0.7324 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=23 )
Fold 7 test error: 0.7616 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=20 )
Fold 8 test error: 0.7537 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=22 )
Fold 9 test error: 0.7732 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=21 )
Fold 10 test error: 0.7537 ( n_estimators=150 max_depth=19 )
-------------------------------------------------------------Nested Cross-Validation finished in 2541.8 seconds. Calculating metrics..
-------------------------------------------------------------Average test error: 0.7568
Confusion matrix
Prediction

1

0

Total

Class: 1
Class: 0

2293
500

499
815

2792
1315

Total

2793

1314

4107

Classification report
precision

recall

f1-score

support

1
0

0.82
0.62

0.82
0.62

0.82
0.62

2792
1315

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.72
0.76

0.72
0.76

0.76
0.72
0.76

4107
4107
4107

-------------------------------------------------------------Model training using 10-fold Cross-Validation
Classifier: RandomForestClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_estimators’, ’max_depth’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameters found: n_estimators=150 max_depth=22
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameter optimization and model fitting finished in 291.6 seconds
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-------------------------------------------------------------Generalization error estimation using 10-fold nested Cross-Validation
Classifier: SVC
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’C’, ’kernel’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Fold 1 test error: 0.7664 ( C=1.0 kernel=rbf )
Fold 2 test error: 0.7202 ( C=1.0 kernel=poly )
Fold 3 test error: 0.7372 ( C=0.5 kernel=poly )
Fold 4 test error: 0.7762 ( C=0.5 kernel=poly )
Fold 5 test error: 0.7543 ( C=0.5 kernel=rbf )
Fold 6 test error: 0.7105 ( C=1.0 kernel=linear )
Fold 7 test error: 0.7348 ( C=0.5 kernel=rbf )
Fold 8 test error: 0.7244 ( C=0.5 kernel=poly )
Fold 9 test error: 0.7390 ( C=0.5 kernel=poly )
Fold 10 test error: 0.7439 ( C=0.5 kernel=poly )
-------------------------------------------------------------Nested Cross-Validation finished in 1323.0 seconds. Calculating metrics..
-------------------------------------------------------------Average test error: 0.7407
Confusion matrix
Prediction

1

0

Total

Class: 1
Class: 0

2054
327

738
988

2792
1315

Total

2381

1726

4107

Classification report
precision

recall

f1-score

support

1
0

0.86
0.57

0.74
0.75

0.79
0.65

2792
1315

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.72
0.77

0.74
0.74

0.74
0.72
0.75

4107
4107
4107

-------------------------------------------------------------Model training using 10-fold Cross-Validation
Classifier: SVC
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’C’, ’kernel’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameters found: C=0.5 kernel=poly
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameter optimization and model fitting finished in 164.1 seconds
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-------------------------------------------------------------Generalization error estimation using 10-fold nested Cross-Validation
Classifier: KNeighborsClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_neighbors’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Fold 1 test error: 0.7251 ( n_neighbors=9 )
Fold 2 test error: 0.6959 ( n_neighbors=11 )
Fold 3 test error: 0.7007 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 4 test error: 0.7372 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 5 test error: 0.6618 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 6 test error: 0.7324 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 7 test error: 0.7299 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 8 test error: 0.6951 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 9 test error: 0.6976 ( n_neighbors=13 )
Fold 10 test error: 0.7390 ( n_neighbors=13 )
-------------------------------------------------------------Nested Cross-Validation finished in 203.3 seconds. Calculating metrics..
-------------------------------------------------------------Average test error: 0.7115
Confusion matrix
Prediction

1

0

Total

Class: 1
Class: 0

1957
350

835
965

2792
1315

Total

2307

1800

4107

Classification report
precision

recall

f1-score

support

1
0

0.85
0.54

0.70
0.73

0.77
0.62

2792
1315

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.69
0.75

0.72
0.71

0.71
0.69
0.72

4107
4107
4107

-------------------------------------------------------------Model training using 10-fold Cross-Validation
Classifier: KNeighborsClassifier
Dataset size: 4107
Hyperparameters to optimize: [’n_neighbors’]
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameters found: n_neighbors=13
-------------------------------------------------------------Hyperparameter optimization and model fitting finished in 25.1 seconds
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